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Saw it in the summertime/ It was grey and dirty./Concrete and barbed wire, cutting 

through the city./Break on through to the other side,/Was written in graffiti./The wall was 

long and it was high./Isn’t it a pity that you and I,/Learned to cry before we learned to 

crawl./We’ve only just come far enough to fall./And all the world is watching over the 

wall. (Over The Wall, words and  music by Graham Nash) 

ARGUMENT 

This paper has its starting point in a deep and lucid “anchoring” in the reality but also in a 

personal interest and concern for the status of art today, as well as  for alternative means 

of artistic expression which go beyond the aesthetic and entertaining function of art in 

order to revolutionize and to challenge not only the cultural context, but  also the social, 

economic and political realities. Of course that every new mouvement in each cultural 

field had its moment of rebellion, was contested or scandalized the public opinion before 

becoming canonized and unanimously acknowledged by people. Graffiti is one of those 

art manifestations which, despite of the fact that has a quite long experience, is still 

creating, nowadays, a commotion, is still arising all kinds of questions, is still challenging 

the traditional conception about art and its role, about the young people who are its 

exponents in relation with the “common” people, the society. I chose to talk about graffiti 

because, beyond its aesthetic interest, it represents the link between two major trends 

nowadays: the art for social change and the reconfiguration of the public/urban space 

through culture. On the other side, graffiti is the symbol of a special youth subculture, 

which represents a good occasion to analyze as much as possible the orientation or the 

lack of public cultural policy in this respect.  

I personally became interested in graffiti  in 2003, when I attended an event organized by 

the French Cultural Institute in Bucharest, called “Art conquers the street”. I had then the 

opportunity to see, for the first time, a graffiti happening and I was really impressed. 

Since then my “appointments” with graffiti pieces, with the stencils became more and 

more often and constructive. I usually roam the city by foot, I take long walks when I 

have got time and I like to observe and to analyze all its visual symbols, all its signs, in a 

certain context. This paper represents the continuation of a series of curiosities, 

dilemmas, questions and knowledge relating to graffiti and to its subculture. 
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METHODOLOGY 
 
In realizing my paper, I followed five objectives: 
 

• To present the graffiti phenomenon as a special mean of artistic manifestation of a 

certain group of people; 

• To explore to which extent graffiti represents a mirroring-principle of the society; 

• To find out how graffiti can re-create the public space, both in an organized frame 

(as an artistic event) and spontaneously, through the everyday activity of the 

graffitists; 

• To see how connected is Romania to the European trends concerning graffiti; 

• To interrogate the necessity to establish, at the national level, a consistent policy 

or strategy concerning the promotion of graffiti as art 

 

Hypotheses: 
 

1. Graffiti converts the public space into a cultural landscape. Through graffiti, culture is 

“coming down”, is invading the city and changes not only its look, but also its functions 

and its status. Street art can be a powerful platform for reaching the public, and this is 

related to  the abolishment of private property and reclaiming the streets. 

2. Graffiti reflects the situation of a nation. Whatever happens in society, it is reflected 

through graffiti, especially when we are talking about bad or unwanted aspects. 

Moreover, graffiti carries also unconscious individual or collective messages which can 

represent a personal defulation, a reduction of the pressure and tension, but also a 

diagnosis of the society. 

3. The lack of synchronization of the artistic contemporary scene to the international 

events of contemporary art, the insufficient promotion in Romania of graffiti seen as a 

peculiar way of artistic expression already acknowledged by the specialists, the lack of an 

authentic relationship between the underground artists and the public. 

4. A policy and a strategy at the national level is needed in order to promote and protect 

the graffiti art. 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Community_ownership
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reclaim_the_streets
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Tightly correlated with the hypotheses mentioned above, my research has the 

following purposes: 

- Exploration of the graffiti phenomena and realities that are not so well known 

and which can be of interest in the future; 

- Description of the structure, history, key elements of graffiti which can help us 

understand better its role and importance; 

- Prediction on a short and long term of the dynamics and the opportunities of 

graffiti scene; 

- Explanation of different causalities, relations and mechanisms between graffiti 

and the social and urban environment; 

- Evaluation of the nowadays policies and strategies concerning graffiti; 

- Synthesis of the previous research on this topic . 

 
This paper represents an analytical and exploratory study focused on a particular, 

concrete issue – graffiti -, which aims, further, at reflecting upon two more general 

issues: art and the urban space and art as social reflection. 

My research is conceived from a postpositivist point of view because I  want to verify the 

hypotheses mentioned above, to see whether they are good or wrong. In this respect, I 

checked all the literature that I could find on this topic and I tried to consider it from a 

critical point of view. I got accustomed to the major researches realized previously, to the 

main ways of approaching this issue, all the more, so as the graffiti research has a quite 

solid background. 

 
Graffiti research during the time1  
                                                 
1 http://www.hiphop-network.com/articles/graffitiarticles/inscribingtransgression.asp 

http://www.hiphop-network.com/articles/graffitiarticles/inscribingtransgression.asp
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My theoretical approach has four sources: 

- books related to the topic in which I am interested  

- newspapers and art magazines 

- internet resources (specialized websites and blogs, forums) 

- laws and regulations, official statistics, data provided by different organizations 

dealing with this subject. 

The overall strategy of my paper is a mixture between qualitative and quantitative  

research. 

The quantitative research methods will be composed of: 

- Meta-analysis, which has its starting point in the reinterpretation of the data 

already collected by other authors or people, from prior surveys and experiments 

(it often happens that this meta analysis could stress some conclusions and 

interpretations which were not present in the previous researches) 

- A questionnaire related to the attitudes of young people towards graffiti art and 

artists, to the relation between the underground graffitists and the “regular” 

public. 

The qualitative methods consist in: 

- An interview with a graffiti artist. This interview include open questions, not so 

rigid and very clearly integrated into certain limits because in this way I will have 

the possibility to enrich my knowledge on the subject with new information and 

new elements that could give a totally different perspective to my research. The 

questions are elaborated in a semi-directive way.  

- Participant observation especially during the special events, like graffiti 

festivals :“Kartier 2008” , “Art Delivery” etc. The purpose of this method is 

related to my desire to find out whether Romanian graffiti scene is connected or 

not to the international trends and evolution (hypothesis nr. 3) 

- Ethnographic study (data collection from the observation of the daily  life of the 

hip-hop sub-culture who generated graffiti, the delimitation of its patterns). 

- Case study: Graffiti as an urban imagery and a mirroring principle of the 

society. The comparative study consist in analyzing different graffiti drawings 

from Romanian and European data bases in order to find out to which extent 
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graffiti represents a reflection of the society and how can Romania retrospect to 

the international graffiti scene. The second part of this case study has the starting 

point in the pictures that I took in Bucharest and is focused on the way in which 

graffiti re-interprets the urban space and on its testimony value concerning the 

political, cultural and social reality of the city. 

- Text and Image Analysis, which is the result of photographic documentation. I  

explored the streets of Bucharest and I took pictures of graffiti pieces, in different 

urban environments, to see to which extent graffiti creates a public cultural 

landscape (hypothesis nr. 1) and represent a mirror for the society (hypothesis nr. 

2). 

The project is sustained by a series of photos relevant for the content of my paper and 

by few appendixes, including the interview and the questionnaire. My approach is 

both cultural and social-anthropological and I consider the graffiti issue from both a 

personal and objective point of view.  

 

ABSTRACT 

  

My paper has not the pretence to be “exhaustive” , but to present and to debate the major 

point of interest that graffiti arouse. It is structured into seven chapters, each chapter 

being conceived as a duplex which regards both  the international scene, but also the 

Romanian one. The first chapter talks about the history of graffiti, its evolution during the 

time; the second part approaches graffiti from an anthropological point of view, trying to 

“decipher” its philosophy and the subculture that it created ; the third part deals with the 

status of graffiti nowadays, under three aspects: graffiti as art, graffiti as vandalism and 

graffiti as a commercial brainwave. The next chapter will be focused on the official 

strategies concerning graffiti both in the negative and in the positive way, as well as their 

“unofficial” counterparts, the programmes and strategies developed by the civil society, 

by cultural associations and organizations. The next chapter deals with graffiti and the 

city space, the way in which graffiti influences the city, our daily environment; in this 

chapter I included also a case study related to graffiti as a mirroring principle of the 
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society and to the way in which it contributes to the creation of a certain urban 

atmosphere. In the end, the conclusion sums up the major ideas of this paper and gives 

them a personal interpretation. 

 
1. GRAFFITI DURING THE TIME 
 
1.1. Definition 
 
According to the Dictionary of Art, graffiti represents a “ term applied to an arrangement 

of institutionally illicit marks in which there has been an attempt to establish some sort of 

coherent composition: such marks are made by an individual or individuals (not 

generally professional artists) upon a wall or other surface that is usually visually 

accessible to the public. (…)Graffiti are cross-cultural phenomena common to every 

literate society. Within the variable contexts of their production, graffiti personalize de-

personalized space, construct landscapes of identity, make public space into private 

space, and act as promoters of ethnic unity as well as diversity. Graffiti can be 

understood as concrete manifestations of personal and communal ideologies which are 

visually striking, insistent, and provocative; as such, they are worthy of the continued 

attention of art historians, social scientists, and policy makers alike”2 

1.2. Etymology 

The word “graffiti” comes from the Greek graphein, which means “to write”. This term 

evolved into the Latin “graffito”, the past participle of the verb “graffiare” (to scratch). 

Graffiti is the plural of “graffito” which means scribbling, scratch on a flat areas. 

Individualized or popular graffiti include bathroom wall marking (latrinalia), signatures, 

proclamations of love, humorous comments in response to advertisements, and any 

individual, political, or social commentary (called “folk epigraphy”). Anyway, during the 

time, this terminology became imprecise. Nowadays, the term “graffiti” means any wall 

writing  and pictures, symbols, markings, placed on any surface, anywhere, irrespective 

of the motivation of the writer.  

                                                 
2 The Dictionary of Art, Macmillan Publishing 
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1.3. Forms of graffiti 

There are seven essential forms of graffiti, which represent the basis for over a hundred 

different styles and which can be described through their complexity, size and placement. 

The simplest form is the TAG, which represents a stylized signature of a writer (a 

nickname or a pseudonym). Tag individualizes each writer and helps him to display his 

name on as many places as possible in order to obtain fame. It is important to note that 

tags represent a preliminary condition for the realization of the other elements, more 

elaborated and complex and that,  if a writer experiments only the tags, it is low-rated and 

considered inexperienced by the other writers. (fig.1, appendix) 

THROW-UP (also known as “bomb”) is a more elaborated tag. It usually requires  a 

colour for the outline and one for the filling. The letters have round forms and can be 

easily executed.(fig. 2, appendix) 

The PIECE (term used for masterpiece) is a big image, having often 3D effects, with 

arrows which offer fluidity  and direction, many colours and chromatic transitions and 

other various effects. The realization of a piece requires more time than a throw-up 

because is more complex. The more visible is the location and the work well executed, 

the bigger is the respect for the writer. (fig.3, appendix) 

TOP TO BOTTOMS are related to the pieces which cover the top to the bottom of the 

underground train, but not its length.(fig 4, appendix) 

END TO ENDS  cover one end of the underground train to another, but not the entire 

train. (fig.5, appendix) 

The WHOLE CAR represents the writing of a whole train car, both top to bottoms and 

end to ends, including the windows. This work requires usually a lot of time, the planning 

in advance of the work through sketches and the contribution of the partners reunited in a 

crew.(fig.6, appendix) 
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The next form is, logically, the WHOLE TRAIN, that supposes the painting of the entire 

train. The first whole train "the freedom train" was painted on 4th of July 1976 by Caine, 

Mad 103 and Flame One. (fig. 7, appendix) 

 
1.4. Graffiti history 
 
"There's no one history of graffiti. It depends on what borough you lived in, what year 

you were born in, and what lines you rode...The best you will ever get is a personal 

history of graffiti." (Daniel Oliver Tucker)3 

Despite the appearances , that would make us believe that graffiti  represents a recent 

“invention”, its roots go deeply back in the time. It had a sinuous and very turbulent 

evolution in time, it was contested or acclaimed, valorized or condemned.  We can 

consider graffiti’s history from two different points of view: art as graffiti (having the 

characteristics of the graffiti style and considered so only if it was present on public or 

private property without permission ), which dates from the late 1960’s, and graffiti as 

public and unsolicited drawings, which have been here forever.  In 18th and 19th century, 

the thieves and homeless persons were communicating through coded symbols, which 

they used to put on the walls of the houses. These symbols represented indications and 

information: “hospitable house”, “the owners are not at home”, “ frivolous woman” ; 

these symbols are the incipient forms of graffiti. The first example of modern graffiti can 

be found in the antic Greek city Ephesus (today, in Turkey) and, according to the city 

guides, it “advertises” the prostitution. It consists in a palm, a shape of heart, a trace of 

foot and a number. These signs presents subtly how many steps one should do in order to 

find a courtesan (the hand signifying the payment).Thousands of graffiti pieces were 

conserved also in Pompei. They represent testimonies related not only to the daily life of 

the inhabitants (Vulgar Latin, magic, declarations of love, political messages), but also 

signs which tell about a general alphabetization (e.g. literary quotations).Even Napoleon 

is considered to be the precursor of the graffiti artists because he engraved his name on 

the peak of Keops pyramid, thing that reminds of the nowadays tags.  

                                                 
3 Graffiti: Art And Crime, by Daniel Oliver Tucker 
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In the 20th century, graffiti represented the favourite vehicle for dissemination of the 

messages in the public space. In the authoritarian states, graffiti were transmitting 

political messages, in a time when the traditional communication methods were strictly 

controlled and censored. The First World War and the Algeria War represented two 

major “opportunities”  for graffiti to show their political importance, as an 

communication instrument manipulated by people with different convictions, by pacifists 

or militants, by divergent groups. But the political graffiti were legitimated in the 60’s, on 

the occasion of the construction of the Berlin Wall. That was the moment when graffiti 

became a real social phenomenon. The students’ revolt in 1966, 1967 and 1968 

determined the association of graffiti with different political mouvements and ideologies 

all over the world. One example is the punk band Crass, from UK, who initiated, at the 

end of 1970’s, an anarchist, anti-war and anti-consumerism campaign through stencils 

placed around the London underground network. In Northern Ireland, the political graffiti 

was even more used by the both groups in the conflict, who drew different murals with 

different symbols serving to a territorial purpose. The political art was very consistently 

present also in China, during the Mao Zedong era, who used revolutionary slogans and 

public drawings to support the communist revolution. Different testimonies say that Mao 

had the record for the longest graffiti, that contained 4 000 characters criticizing the state 

of the Chinese society. And the examples are numerous speaking about political 

graffiti…it preserved, nowadays, its internal force and expressive capacity, even if its 

presence is slightly diminished.  

Modern graffiti first appeared in New York City , a year after 1968 and its origins are 

intimately related to the hip-hop mouvement. Graffiti could not have been born 

elsewhere, taking into account that New York represented the perfect “soil” for its 

implantation. At that time, the city was the meeting point of immigrants from all over the 

world, looking for a better life. But, they found instead a stark reality because the city 

was still bandaging its wounds after World War II, industrialization was decreasing, the 

crime rates became more frequent; this is why, middle and upper class residents started to 

move in the suburbs. The ones who remained in the city were poor, they had very hard 

jobs, with  little free time. This reality created a sentiment of revolt and, at the same time, 
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of helplessness. This is the context in which the idea of settling a new identity was born. 

This new identity is called “hip-hop”; it was “expressed lyrically and musically in rap 

music, physically through break-dancing, and artistically through graffiti”. Graffiti 

“exploded” at the beginning of the 70’s. The young, beginner graffitists, called “toys” 

were following and learning from the “Masters”, the experimented ones. The first form of 

graffiti were the tags. Tagging meant writing, in subway cars, your name, followed by the 

street number in which you lived. The first names were written with a pencil from felt on 

the wall and afterwards with spray tubes. The icon of all the taggers was a young boy, 

called Taki 183. He spread his tags everywhere in New York, especially in  the means of 

public transportation and became so famous, that New York Times dedicated him an 

article. Thanks to this article, the movement gathered more adepts. The most famous 

were Kola 139, Sim 135, Hot 110, Flash 105 and Spider 141. The visual model for these 

young graffitists was the lightsome ads from Times Square and Broadway, together with 

the influence of the children’s comics. The graffitists did not use to write their tags just 

for the writing’s sake or just to consolidate their reputation of graffiti artists. The idea of 

writing the names in public spaces represented a rejection of their status, of their 

working-class environment. The majority of those who had low-class jobs felt their 

individuality menaced and melt with their work, had the sensation that they could not 

distinguish themselves from the other workers. So, they were looking for an evasion from 

that alienating environment, evasion that they achieved through graffiti. This is how they 

started to put their names in as many places as possible, demonstrating that they are 

individuals, not a shapeless mass. "Lower class kids have always wanted and created 

their own insular thing", said Nelson George in his book, Buppies, B-Boys, Baps and 

Bohos: Notes on Post-Soul Black Culture. Very soon, the different neighborhoods started 

to compete one against each other.  There were so many people who were producing tags, 

that they needed an innovation in order to reach the fame. The first step was making the 

tags unique. Then, they increased their form, they united the letters and this is how the 

first veritable bombs appeared. Very soon, in 1974, graffitists like TRACY 168, CLIFF 

159, BLADE ONE created for the first time, on the walls, landscapes, illustrations and 

characters. This innovation was happening a year after the sociologist Hugo Martinez had 

created the first graffiti artists association, called United Graffiti Artists (UGA). He 
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selected the best of them, like PHASE 2, MICO, COCO 144, PISTOL, FLINT 707, 

BAMA, SNAKE,  SHITCH,   and reunited their works in an art gallery. Martinez’s aim 

was to promote graffiti as a legitimate art form and to lead it into a positive direction, 

especially among Puerto Ricans. But the group, despite its success materialized into 

various commissions, had to face many problems because Hugo Martinez was accused of 

discrimination, by advantaging the Puerto-Ricans and excluding the other races. These 

tensions determined the break up of the UGA, thing which put temporarily graffiti in a 

bad light. In the same period, more precisely in 1974, another group, called The National 

Organisation of Graffiti Artists (NOGA), was established by the theatre director Jack 

Peslinger. They organized exhibitions but, because of the lack of money, they had to stop 

their activity. All these initiatives, despite being ephemeral, contributed to the propulsion 

of graffiti in the world art. The article called “The Graffiti Hit Parade” published in 1973 

in a New York Journal represented from the very beginning a public recognition of the 

artistic potential of graffiti. Starting with 1974, graffiti styles became more diversified. 

The whole cars started to be something common and the final form of the bombing was 

the throw-up. Over the night, every American teenager wanted to become a 

“neighbourhood guy” from New York.  The Mc’s , the breakers and the writers became 

omnipresent. From 1975 to 1977, graffiti evolved without any barrier. The means of 

public transportation, especially the subway trains, were assaulted and the competition 

among the crews reached the apogee. The train painting was essential in the development 

of graffiti because it stimulated the young people to distinguish themselves through the 

quality of their paintings and the exposure, as often as possible, of these paintings. ”If 

one's name was on a train in a colorful and unique style, it was guaranteed to be seen by 

many people; most importantly by the other writers, because the subway trains in New 

York City travel in circuits throughout different boroughs.” But, in the late 1980’s, the 

authorities started the war against graffiti by building secured yards and by applying 

stricter laws and punishments for graffitists. This is considered to be the official death of 

the subway graffiti. The epidemics of cocaine, the weapons market and the very strict 

laws related to graffiti contributed to the deterioration of the mouvement. Because they 

lacked the sources, the graffitists became extremely aggressive and very soon the fight 

among different crews was intensified. The teens were discouraged from writing by all 
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means. This thing was a lost and, at the same time, an opportunity because graffiti had 

accumulated till then enough visibility and it started to be of interest for the art elite. 

Since the city was recovering  economically, the galleries were looking also for new 

forms of artistic expression to represent the “re-birth” of the city. The galleries from Soho 

and Tribeca started to promote graffiti art from time to time. At this moment, the graffiti 

world was split between those who agreed to transform their writing into a legitimate 

form of art and those who perceived galleries as an intrusion. The first ones thought that, 

by accepting the entrance of their art in an institutionalized circuit, could have gained 

fame, respect and could have spread their message to a wider audience. The opponents 

were especially people who still preserved their frustrations related to their social status. 

They were still carrying the shadows of their poverty, of their misery, which represented 

the basis for their graffiti. At the same time, they incriminated the galleries, the art 

specialists who had not taken into account their art when they were poor. This thing rouse 

all kind of the resentments and when finally galleries paid them some attention, they felt 

like they would have betrayed their activity, like they had “sold out” their art.  

Graffiti changed during the time. The standard of living increased, the generations 

changed, but it preserved the rebellious spirit of hip-hop. Today, graffiti is spread all over 

the world as one of the most successful forms of urban art. Moreover, this movement 

founded a whole economic branch. There are many magazines, films and events related 

to graffiti. The attraction of the “prohibited thing” represents nowadais the inspiration 

source. The pieces contain political messages, have an anti-racist character and promote 

the equality for all the ethnic minorities. The graffitists are maybe the “last subversive 

savages of the streets”4 .The “classic” graffiti generated in parallel a branch which 

became at least as popular as it: the stencil. The first stencil appeared at the beginning of 

the 18th century, in the academies of  New England. At that time, the stencil was one of 

the most easy techniques for creating internal decorations on velvet support. The stencil  

movement was initiated by Blek le Rat in 1980. If traditional graffiti implies the spraying 

on the street, stencils are created in the atelier or at home and then are applied on the 

walls . In the American ghettos, the stencils became a mean for promoting the 

                                                 
4Romanian Magazine “ Suplimentul de cultura”  
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communitarian values, a tool for conserving some underground messages. The gangs 

were usually choosing graffiti, but it required too much time, energy and resources. The 

advantages of the stencils consist in the fact that their implantation on the walls is very 

rapid without losing their efficiency and, therefore, do not suppose so many risks, as is 

the case of graffiti.  

As we can see, the urban art is already 30 years old: a history of permanent 

drawings and paintings which determined the most various reactions, form curiosity and 

challenge , to passions and hatred. Graffiti was often considered a virus of import “made 

in USA” and rouse disproofs at the governmental level. These discussions were more or 

less hysteric, the drawings were considered insulting and illegal, the graffitists were 

perceived as hooligans, while the ONG’s and cultural associations were pledging for their 

right to public expression. 

 
1.5. A Romanian perspective on graffiti 
 
 
The reference point for the Romanian graffiti scene is the Revolution from December 

1989. All that happened before this date is related to the censorship and to all kind of 

tensions and dissatisfactions accumulated in time, but which had to be expressed one way 

or another.  After December 1989, graffiti has to be considered in correlation with the 

process of transition and democratization and with the necessity of a certain synchronism 

with the foreign countries. 

It is hard to believe, but graffiti existed even during the Ceusescu’s regime, it is true,  in 

an incipient way.  The rockers were the ones who were painting, during the night, on  the 

walls of the blocks or on the train cars, all kind of subversive messages like: “Punk’s not 

dead” , "Breaking the law" , "Fuck the system!" or coloured drawings accompanied by 

the names of some famous bands like Metallica, Sepultura, Iron Maiden, Judas Priest or 

AC/DC. In case they were caught by the policemen, they were beaten and  had their hair 

shaved, because they were listening to decadent music and they were writing “imperialist 

nonsenses” on the Bucharest’s walls. 
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During the Revolution from December 1989 and afterwards, the political graffiti was 

extremely present. The cities from West were the main promoters of this form of 

expression due to their proximity with the occidental countries. According to the various 

testimonies, on some national highways in Transylvania, people in cars were placing, 

during the night,  stencils saying “No more Ceausescu” and “No more dictatorship”. 

After 1990, things changed. Anyone who had something to say, could do it on the walls 

from the city center.  

Specialists say that Romanian graffiti is “the plastic ideographic expression of an 

individual refulation, which became social, of the youth who, after 1989, did not have 

anymore neither constraints, nor credible, viable models”.5 The first representatives of 

graffiti were the young people who, after December 1989, were writing on the walls all 

kinds of  counsels, slogans and afterwards the names of the favourite musical bands or 

football teams. Those were the moments when the freedom of expression, of plastic 

representation  in the urban public environment was for the first time rediscovered, after a 

period of negation6 .Those young people grew up and focused on all kinds of social 

responsibilities, thing that determined the diminution of this phenomenon. After a period 

of  pause, the graffiti mouvement entered a new era in 1995, being favourised by the 

construction of the Romanian democratic society. Its new representatives were obliged to 

recuperate the difference caused by that period of pause and to synchronize, as far as 

possible, their activity with their homologues from abroad. Therefore, they 

communicated via internet, they accumulated information, they observed different 

images and decided to “imitate” their models from abroad. This was a time of important 

accumulations; in the period 1995- 1998 the writers adopted the terms of specialty, like 

“tag”, “can”, “piece”, “caps”. The year 1999 introduces a novelty: the first graffiti 

contests, organized by different ONG’s and institutions. At the same time, the Romanian 

graffiti scene adopts mobile supports: the trailers of the national circus. But the main 

support for the drawings are the walls, on which the graffitists exercise their skills and 

their plasticity. Starting with 2000, the graffiti mouvement becomes more organized 

through the graffitists’ meetings. The first meeting of this type took place under a bridge 

                                                 
5 Vasile I. Popescu- “Graffiti. Comunicare.expresie plastica. Atitudine” , pag. 104 
6 corresponding to the period from before 1989 
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and, on that occasion, the writers exchanged ideas, shared their artistic conceptions and 

tried to identify their crews. This meeting was followed by others, organized in other 

cities; but very soon,  the authorities took in serious the “menace” represented by graffiti 

and initiated all kind of prohibitive measures. One of them was the Law nr. 554/2003, 

concerning the measures for the preservation of the aesthetic appearance of the cities, law 

which introduced fines for the illegal activities, like graffiti. The reaction of the graffiti 

writers was spontaneous and very firm; they “invaded” the image of the public spaces, 

trying to demonstrate that they were not understood  and that the law was another form of 

lack of communication with the authorities. This attitude persisted and, since that time, 

there has been producing  a “cold war” between the authorities and artists, war which 

tried to be mediated by different arts associations and organisms. 

If in 1998 there were, according to unofficial statistics, about 20 graffitists, in 2003 their 

number increased to 200. They are writing everywhere, on the walls and on train cars. 

Unlike the case of the New York City, Romanian graffiti artists “copied” the forms of 

graffiti, aligned themselves to a general trend, they mostly followed a current already 

formed; even if the importance and the value of their drawings cannot be contested, they 

were not really influenced by the hip-hop culture because, of course, the standard of 

living and the social and economical context were not the same. Romanian youth tried to 

adapt this ideology and values and created a “contéstataire” art, with a very pregnant 

social message. Many of them started to do graffiti just because it was a cool occupation, 

just because it was a generator of fame and social recognition. In addition to the imitation 

of the western values, Romanian crews started to personalize their graffiti, by conferring 

a specific Romanian air, characterized by humour and irony. The most representative 

Romanian street artists are Dan Perjovschi, Dumitru Gorzo and Vlad Nanca. 
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2. AN ANTHROPOLOGICAL VIEW ON GRAFFITI 
 

2.1. Philosophy of graffiti 

 

“In defining the identity of youth and their social activities, there is a question of style, a 

struggle for style, but also a negotiation of meaning”7.  

As we already know, the promoters of the hip-hop mouvement, including graffiti, were 

youth from the lower class of the society, which had to face their poverty and other 

people’s negative attitude. In this respect, hip-hop was the result of a sort of rebellion 

against their social condition and a recuperation of a certain status through an alternative 

mean. The American teens wanted to counter-balance their misery by doing something 

durable and recognizable.Graffiti was a good „brain wave” for their purposes because, 

adapted to the urban environment, it provided both visibility (graffiti were written on the 

walls, so that the public could see them) and  fame (by the material used, the spray-cans 

which are quite difficult to remove) . 

The sociologist Devon D. Brewer said that "there are four major values in hip hop 

graffiti: fame, artistic expression, power and rebellion." 8 If the artistic expression is 

characteristic for all the forms of art, fame, power and rebellion are essential  for hip-hop. 

These elements changed during the time and cannot completely define today’s graffiti 

because, as the society and generations changed, their culture also changed. But, a thing 

persisted despite all the changes: the idea according to which a blank wall is more 

displeasing and damaging than another one covered with tags. “The image of a large, 

clean wall is a symbol of a sterilized, tightly regulated environment9.”"To pour your soul 

onto a wall and be able to step back and see your fears, your hopes, your dreams, your 

weaknesses, really gives you a deeper understanding of yourself and your own mental 

state." 10 This is the starting point, the motivation that guides all the graffitists, 

irrespective of their age, gender, race or generation. 

                                                 
7 “From Santander to Camilo and Che: graffiti and resistance in contemporary Colombia” 
8 Urban expression...Urban assault...Urban Wildstyle...New York City Graffiti by Pamela Dennant, Thames 
Valley Univeristy, London 
9 Tucker, Daniel Oliver. "Graffiti: Art And Crime." quoted in The Culture and Politics of Graffiti Art by 
Timothy Werwath 
 
10The Culture and Politics of Graffiti Art by Timothy Werwath 
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Graffiti world is governed by a few principles. The first one consists in the illegal 

character of the graffitists’ work. The sensation that they are outside the law, that are 

biting from the “forbidden fruit” gives them an enormous satisfaction and all the fear, the 

risks and the dangers that they have to face with  are forgotten when they succeed to hoax 

the vigilant eyes of the policemen. 

On the second hand, they know and they assume the transience of their work, the fact that 

it will not last forever either because of the society, or because of other graffitists who 

will write over it. As Armando Silva says, "transience is not only physical characteristic 

of graffiti, but it makes the act of writing more important than the product."11 So, the 

most important element of graffiti is the creation process, and not the piece and the only 

form of “immortalizing” it consists in taking pictures. The action of putting your 

expression on a wall for other people to see is what writing is all about. On the same 

note, graffiti is a temporary art form, like improvisational theatre. You take pictures of 

your pieces to remember them, and share them with other writers, but you know that your 

piece soon will be gone.12 

The third graffiti principle is related to the refuse of any commercial compromise for 

their work. As graffiti artists say, you get into graffiti not to make money, but to lose 

money (on paint, fines). They admit that there are also graffitists who work for money, 

but these ones are rather comic book artists than graffiti artists. 

 Even if  it could sound strange, taking into account that stencils represent another form 

of graffiti, the traditional graffitists reject them and consider stencils bad and cheating. If 

someone gets caught using stencils and it gets around, that writer loses a lot of respect in 

the graffiti community.13 

Graffitists chose to express their feelings through graffiti because they knew that 

there was no other way to do it properly. They do not have the pretence to be entirely 

understood, but just to be tolerated. By their activity, they challenge continuously the 

laws, the norms, the good behaviour imposed by the society, in a word they are defeating 

“the system”: “ I think that any system can be beard down. For example, at school, how 

hard it could be, you still can copy. This is the case for graffiti: even if the canvas is very 

                                                 
11 Graffiti: Inscribing Transgression on the Urban Landscape by Sarah Giller 
12 Schmoo, graffiti artist, http://www.graffiti.org/faq/graffiti_questions.html 
13 Celtic, graffiti artist on http://www.graffiti.org/faq/graffiti_questions.html 
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good, you can still draw on other material. It is like an unstoppable virus. Once you took 

a spray and drew a tag, you feel the need to do it again.”14 

Graffiti rejects normality in  favour of difference, of challenges, it represents an updated  

“let’s shock the bourgeois” specific to the surrealists. Graffiti "is the triumph of process 

over fixity, disruption over unity, collision over linkage, the triumph, that is, of signifier 

over the signified"15. Graffiti can never be entirely acceptable, right, conformist. Its  tags 

contain numbers, which are read in English, the official language of this art. The number 

“1” shows that the writer is the first one to use a certain signature. The number “4”, 

included in-between two tags, it means “for” and it is used to dedicate something to 

another writer. The authors went beyond the simply aesthetical and social function of tags 

and considered it from an psychoanalytical point of view, related to the profundities, the 

frustrations and the internal mechanisms of the human beings. A tag paradoxically 

implies the once-presence and present-absence of an entity that in a certain sense was 

never present at all. For the tag exists as a form of deferred presence, implying the 

signer's non-presence in the now but revealing a hidden former presence in the past. This 

former presence is inexorably but not exclusively linked with the persona induced by the 

tag. Yet here the signature no longer vouches for any socially recognizable identity. 16 

The tag is more important, as it represents a name, as it individualizes an unknown 

individual, it confers a sense of identity and pride. 

Nowadays, graffiti artists are split in two different subcultures. On the one hand, 

there are the so-called “hard-core” artists, who refuse to be paid for their work and to 

create in some very well established circumstances, because they would betray, in this 

way, the substance and the graffiti principles. On the other hand, there are the artists who 

focus on the private property and consider the art for self-expression and not necessarily 

for the spreading of its message to the general public. 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
14 Grafferii in Jurnalul de Botosani, 23 august 2008 
15 City Space: A Semiotic and Visual Exploration of Graffiti and Public Space in Vancouver by C. Noble 
16 Symbolic Subversion and The Writing on The Wall by Daniel Spigelman 
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2.2. Graffiti Subculture 
 
 
„Maybe their way of dressing is different from the classical one.Maybe their way of 

speaking is other. Maybe their way of expressing themselves through writing and through 

painting is divergent  from the covers of a book or from the frame of a painting. Maybe 

there are other things that draw them near of the natural thing of the society. We only 

have to pay attention to them, to listen to them and to understand them just as they are. 

And we will surely smile when we will cross in our way the abandoned wall, covered, 

now, with colours.”17 

The subcultures represent a product of the cities, of the industrialization, of the urban 

lifestyle and culture.They are part of a counterculture, meaning that they are forms of 

symbolic oposition against a certain social order instaured by the city. Birmingham 

School define the subculture as a „system of meanings and ways of expression 

developped by some groups belonging to some particular zones of the social structure, in 

order to adapt themselves to the conttradictions of their social status”.18The ways of 

subcultural expression help the groups which are subordinated to other groups to 

negociate or to oppose to the predominant system of semnifications . For the Birmingham 

School, which consider especially the relation between the dominant culture and the 

popular culture, the youth’s subcultures are the most often the working class subcultures; 

at the same time, they represent a continuation of the  

parental culture”, as it is the case of graffiti. 

Many people say that the 21st century’s teenage refuse to communicate orally. He stills, 

in order to talk through graffiti.We cannot understand properly graffiti unless we do not 

understand the way of life, the values and the rules which stay behind it.In the next pages, 

I will make an incursion in their system of thinking, in their aspirations and beliefs, in 

their everyday behaviour, in their preferences, curiosities and even in their clothes, I will 

                                                 
17 Intriga ce instiga la interes, in En-joy, 27.04.2005 
 
18 Spatiul orasului si subculturile urbane, de Sergiu Balatescu, articol aparut în Revista Român de 
Geografie Politica, 2(2) 
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explore graffiti as an idiolect and subculture by considering the „otherness” of the graffiti 

artists and of their art form and by trying to descifrate its symbols. 

Graffitists are by excellence the night’s artists and, from the very beginning, they assume 

continuously all kinds of risks, since they do an illegal activity. They usually wear  a fez 

which cover their faces, black gloves and large clothes in which they cam move easily 

and which have  pockets filled up with sprays and markers. The graffitists have their own 

system of behaviour, an unwritten code of honour  which unite them, even if they do not 

know each other. The most experienced ones are the most respected. The majority of the 

writers begin at about 11-12 years old and can continue many years. The beginners, 

called “toys” are not very appreciated , but they are considered to give a certain charm to 

the phenomenon and ensure the continuity and the durability of this activity. In a crew, 

the young people, the toys, are instructed by the older ones. A career of writer usually 

starts with the learning of the tag art, which is applied, later, on pieces. Many new writers 

try to be 'adopted' by a more well-known writer, who could teach them about all aspects 

of graffiti. This teacher-student relationship was very common in the graffiti world. For 

the new graffiti writer "the best way to learn is through recapitulating the entire history of 

graffiti art, from the simple to the complex". It is like a sacred ceremonial of initiation: 

“Neophyte writers must re-baptize themselves in order that they may experience the sub-

culture firsthand. In putting up his first tag, a writer simultaneously creates, validates 

and advertises his new identity. An adoption of an individual expressive writing style and 

a splintering of the conscious self also transpires19.  

As specialists say, “style is everything in graffiti”. “Graffiti artists are guerrilla 

linguists. The "lettering is not linear or reductive, it is expansive expressing many layers 

of experience at once). It incorporates elements such as political protest, structural 

beauty and at times spirituality.”20 Rammelzee introduced, at the beginning of the 

1970’s, the concept of “ikonoclast- panzerism”. “Ikonoklast” represents the destruction of 

the symbols, while “panzerism” means the organization, as it concerns the form, as a tank 

and the equilibrium of the letter inside the writing. This concept transforms into symbol 

the main features of the graffiti culture: the importance of the letters and the almost 

                                                 
19 http://www.graffiti.org/faq/giller.html 
20 C. Noble, op.cit 
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closed character of the mouvement. Writers communicate through letters inside a closed 

system, nearly introverted. In this case, the sprayers are looking for the recognition  by 

the other sprayers, thing that is outlined through dedications in interviews and pieces.  

In graffiti world, it is impolite to draw over an other graffitist’s work; this thing is 

called “cross”. Another rule, asserted in one of the first books written on graffiti, called 

“The Faith of Graffiti which states  that "No one wrote over another name, no one was 

obscene--for that would have smashed the harmony, “ is valid also today and even if 

there still are people who write obscene things, they are not considered graffiti artists. 

“People have to take the time to see that some graffiti is a skillfully written name or even 

a work of art, and not a piece of junk or "chicken scratch."21  

The same code of honour says that graffitists do not draw on churches or on monuments. 

Even the creation process has its own rules: according to the testimonies of some 

Romanian graffiti artists, the artists from the crew gather together, they talk, they share 

their ideas, they realize sketches, they choose the colours, the volumes. Depending on the 

ampleness  of the project, this process can last a few minutes, half an hour or a few days. 

The projects are very flexible and they can be re-built according to the new ideas that 

may occur spontaneously. After establishing the project, they buy the instruments and 

afterwards, they choose a location. This location should be, as much as possible, visible. 

The more exposed is the location, the more respected is the artist. The instruments, the 

cans that they use are usually quite expensive and their supply becomes a real challenge, 

taking into account that the majority of the graffitists are high school or faculty students. 

This is why most of them accept to take part to different contests which can provide them 

with the necessary materials, even if they consider that many of these contests supposed 

to promote graffiti have a totally another aim: to advertise the companies which are 

involved in those projects. 

The main icon of the graffitists is the underground. This is also one of their favourite 

place for graffiti and its importance can be “measured” by all the difficulties and risks 

that they have to overpass in order to reach the metro cars. Speaking about Romania, 

many of the drawings from the Romanian metro are realized by foreign graffitists who 

used to came special in Romania to paint the cars. This happens because Romania is 

                                                 
21 Graffiti: Art And Crime, by Daniel Oliver Tucker 
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renowned in the world as it concerns the graffiti on the metro, all the more, so as, in the 

foreign countries that form of graffiti is strictly prohibited and, moreover, the paint has 

not adherence to the cars. 
 

3. THE STATUS OF GRAFFITI NOWADAYS 
 
 
Graffiti is a very controversial phenomenon and any attempt to include it in a certain 

status is useless because of the diversity of the points of view, of attitudes on this topic 

and because of its very indefinite profile. I will try, in the next pages, to explore, as far as 

possible, three of the  main visions about graffiti: art, vandalism or commercial tool.  

 
3.1.The „vandalist” side of graffiti 
 
"I feel good breaking the law. The people who make laws are not affected by them...I hate 

the rich and faceless corporations”22 

In the majority of the civilized countries, graffiti is forbidden by law. One risks severe 

punishments if he is caught drawing graffiti. „Graffiti is not an art, it is a crime”, said 

Tony Blair. And his opinion is shared by a lot of people, especially by the authorities 

from all over the world, with some little exceptions. The perception of graffiti crossed a 

long way and dealt with lots of attitudes and opinions. From  the 70’s,  graffiti started to 

be  perceived as a mirror for the decay of the city. People felt irrritated and menaced by 

the graffitists, the officials worried about the crimes associated with graffiti and the 

owners felt their properties violated.  

All these attitudes have their starting point in the history. When graffiti first appeared, it 

was done mostly by Puerto Rican and African American youths, coming from poor 

neighbourhoods. These groups of people were associated with the misery and with all 

kind of crimes, because of their precarious social condition. This negative image was 

reflected also on their activities, implicitely on graffiti, and was preserved and 

vehiculated until nowadays. At the present, graffiti attracted various people, from the 

                                                 
22 http://64.233.183.104/search?q=cache:EO2i4ErwzpIJ:www.hiphop-
network.com/articles/graffitiarticles/emergenceofnycitygraffiti.asp+The+question+of+whether+graffiti+wa
s+a+product+or+a+cause+of+the+urban+decay+of+New+York+city,+should+have+become+apparent+in+
chapter+2,+where+it+became+obvious+that+graffiti&hl=ro&ct=clnk&cd=1&gl=ro 
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different layers of the society, from all the races, religions and ages but it seems that it 

will take also some time in order to get rid of that old image and of all the prejudices.  

Today, the main problem related to graffiti consists in the fact that it is unauthorized and, 

therefore, it is perceived as breaking and destroying the public or private property. Many 

of its accusers consider graffiti as a crime, like stealing, because it steals the owner’s 

right to have their own property looking clean and beautiful. Related to this aspect, some 

people, when contesting graffiti, contest exactly the „unaesthetic” side of graffiti, the fact 

that graffiti is not observing the traditional rules about beauty and harmony. To sum up, 

the main accusations consist in the fact that: graffiti is often produced in illegal locations, 

under an unconventional presentation. On the other hand, graffiti is associated, as I said 

earlier, with the gangs, with the misery and all its derivates: criminality, drugs. Often, 

graffiti is  criticized because it is to hard to be understood because of its complicated 

letters, its strange collages, its mixture of different styles, because it shocks the public’s 

conception about art and artists. Another reason why people see graffiti as a form of 

delinquency is related to a particular practice of them. Many of the graffitists were 

addicted of doing graffiti, but the paints were quite expensive, and they could not afford 

to buy them, all the more so as the majority of them were students and had no jobs. This 

is why, they used to steal the spray tubes, reason for which people associated them with 

the burglars. Finally, let’s not forget that graffiti is associated with hip-hop, current 

considered to have a negative impact on the society. This image was reinforced especially 

through different commercial films, in which the hip-hopers have a specific diction, style, 

violent attitude, corroborated with a bad use of the English language. 

Starting with the negative graffiti artists’ features identified in mass-media and at the 

public opinion level, features like deviant behaviour and vandalism, Staffan Jacobson 

conducted a sociological study among the graffiti artists. The results of the study, realized 

on a sample of 45 graffiti artists, show that  „the profile [of] the average painter does not 

coincide with the image certain mass media and authorities give them as hardened young 

criminals."23 :"For instance, the group has the same average grade as other pupils in the 

same year. In art, however, their average grade is significantly higher than among other 

                                                 
23 Jacobson, Staffan. (1997). "The Spray-Painted Image: Graffiti Painting as [a] type of Image Art 
Movement and Learning Process.", via The Artistic Construction of a Counter-Culture 
by Rashaun Esposito  
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pupils...On an average, the young people in the investigation had produced 20 "lawful" 

paintings, a slightly higher number of [illegal] pieces and a very large number of tags. 

The predominant spare-time occupations were sitting at home sketching and being with 

friends...Nobody in the group had been sentenced to prison or had any convictions for 

serious crimes; their offenses were most often connected with graffiti." 

 

 

3.2.Is graffiti an art? 
 

“Minimalism, Pop and early Conceptual assemblage was in. I hated it! I felt that the 

gallery art market was thin and shallow. Too much head and not enough heart.  I turned 

away from the painting/gallery/money scene for fifteen years. I needed to find my own 

voice in art that described my existence, my surroundings, and what was important to my 

generation, not mentally formulated solutions. I wanted In-Your-Face Art.”24 

It is very difficult to establish to which extent graffiti can be considered an art. And every 

attempt to define it and to try to find an answer cannot exclude a whole literature that 

deals with the status of the artist and with the rules of the art. We have the same subject: 

graffiti. When it is exhibited in the galleries, it is art. But down, on the street, on the 

metro cars or city walls, it becomes vandalism. ”It's very tricky to call graffiti art because 

it was born to operate outside the system, and art has a system. So when you put graffiti 

in a gallery, you are taking an outsider and putting it inside. It's like putting an animal in 

a cage"25. In the pro-graffiti books, the main theories are focused on the author. “ Qu’est-

ce qu’un auteur?” was asking Michel Foucault in 1979. This question is available also 

today, but it deals with a lot of difficulties because graffiti brought a special, 

unconventional type of author. Is the author an artist, a writer, a partisan or just an 

anonymous citizen who just try to communicate with the public space? Hard to say, all 

                                                 
24 Los Angeles  'CHOLO'  Style Graffiti Art  y Charles "CHAZ" Bojorquez 
25 Molotov Cocktail: The Savoir Faire Of The Finest, New York Special Number 3, via 
http://64.233.183.104/search?q=cache:EO2i4ErwzpIJ:www.hiphop-
network.com/articles/graffitiarticles/emergenceofnycitygraffiti.asp+The+question+of+whether+graffiti+wa
s+a+product+or+a+cause+of+the+urban+decay+of+New+York+city,+should+have+become+apparent+in+
chapter+2,+where+it+became+obvious+that+graffiti&hl=ro&ct=clnk&cd=1&gl=ro 
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the most, so as, in the case of graffiti, there are no proofs or documents related to the 

author and in the majority of the cases we cannot know not even the name of the author, 

but only his nickname.  In these pages, I will not consider the tags or any personal 

signature because they are just some exercises of style, a technical procedure of writing 

letters with some aesthetic values, but they are  not transmitting any message, any 

emotion, being only a mean to express the presence of the writer, its individuality. I will 

talk only about the elaborated forms of graffiti which have an aesthetic value and transmit 

a message. I will try to confront these form of graffiti with a certain criteria upon which a 

creation is considered a work of art, criteria which I established according to what I read 

and to my experience and thoughts on this subject. 

The first criterion is the symbolic content of a work. It is well known that graffiti is also 

called “writing”; and, between the classical, creative writing and the graffiti writing there 

are essential similarities. In graffiti, like in literature, there are symbols, but here the 

metaphors are replaced with boiled over, altered letters, hard to understand for some 

people. Specialists say that in the moment when the mystery of the letters and symbols on 

the walls is decrypted, the person who is watching graffiti has the same feelings with the 

reader of a novel. On the second hand, graffiti has a message, communicate something 

that transgresses the simple aesthetic form.  In the majority of cases, graffiti represented 

an answer and an artistic reaction to a repressive political, social and economic order. 

Graffiti art is a militant and revolutionary one…many graffiti artists consider themselves 

as being redeeming persons…they fight against the established art market or gallery 

system, which limits the artistic expression. In this respect, some artists consider their 

creations made in the public and sometimes private spaces as a manifesto against the idea 

of capitalism and private property, because art cannot be found only in these 

institutionalized forms of culture. Their semantics is as more intense, as graffiti was born 

from a need of communication/cultural frustration and individual expression. Artists used 

graffiti to express their opinion about a culturally-significant situation which was 

important. Third, graffiti is not a facile “prestidigitation”, it supposes work and 

preparation, study, like in any other artistic branch. The graffitists  first do some 

sketches, exactly like the painters. The next step is to choose the characters and the 
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colours. Afterwards, the artist selects an appropriate surface and realize a first sketch, 

followed by the filling in of colours and details. Like any other painting, graffiti pieces 

can be analyzed according to its lines, colours, fillings, symmetry, narration. Graffiti, 

seen as art, is very peculiar because it does not observe the traditional rules of the art 

world.Goldman says that art takes us to other territories, other spaces, in a creative and 

fulfilling way26. Traditionally, this “role” is accomplished by the already classical and 

institutionalized form of art: theatre, film, music, dance. When we are entering in a 

gallery, in a museum or in a theatre hall, we have some expectations, we know what it 

follows, we are ready for the artistic performance. This is not the case for graffiti. Just 

because it is not included in a spatial formula, we can “meet” it everywhere around us, 

unexpectedly. And the shock comes from the fact that it creates a breach in the reality, it 

takes us to other worlds and feelings , for which we were not prepared. Graffiti is 

completely open to the public because it is not constraint by the rules  of the gallery 

system or the museum. Perhaps, this is its only crime. Then,  a work represents an art 

piece when its creator asserts his artistic intentions. Many graffitists express their wish 

to produce artistic pieces, to transmit feelings, ideas and messages in a creative way. 

“Graffiti is an art for which you give the best in order to create something beautiful, even 

if the urban art is often considered just a banal attempt to damage”, said the Romanian 

graffitist Mser.” It is not about talent. I am not able to draw anything on the paper. It is 

about imagination and seeing the world in a different manner than the other people. To 

see exactly the opposite”. The first graffiti artists who transformed this movement into art 

were  Jean-Michel Basquiat and  Keith Haring. Jean-Michel Basquiat is the first 

American painter whose works appeared as graffiti on the streets, in the metros and in the 

cars from the public transportation in New York. Basquiat was the most successful „street 

artist” , his works being presented, at the beginning of the 80’s, in the New York art 

galleries.He started his- illegal career as graffiti painter, in the New York streets, together 

with his high school mate, Al Diaz. The pseudonym used by Basquiat for signing the tags 

was SAMO. In 1979, Basquiat started to realize also paintings.The rapid progression 

from anonymity  to fame was done in 1980, when he was selected by Colab, an 

association of artists, to collaborate for the organization of a show in  Times Square. He 

                                                 
26 George C. Stowers 
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painted one of the exhibition walls, using both spray tubes and brushes. Basquiat 

becomes quickly admired by the artists community in New York, who sustained that his 

work is the manifestation of a „primitive genius”. Basquiat was also admired by the 

artists Keith Haring and Kenny Sharf, who intended to integrate the so-called „street art” 

in their works. In 1983 and 1984, Basquiat collaborated at the realization of some 

paintings with Andy Warhol and Francesco Clemente. His very vividly coloured and 

large works combined the American abstract expresionism with different images 

containing, invariably,  skeletons and dogs. By passing the time, Bosquiat became very 

unreliable because of the stress provoked by his fame. Even if he tried to renounce at 

heroin, he died because of an overdose in his Manhattan atelier, in 1988, when he was 27 

yeas old. Keith Haring is an American painter whose simple symbolistic painting style 

represented through dogs, babies and figurines brought him international recognition. 

Before imposing himself in the galleries circuit, Haring realized three tags which talk 

about the cultures born from the comics and Walt Disney’s universe.His exhibition in 

1982, opened by the famous Tony Shafrazy Gallery in New York had an enormous 

success; this represented the starting point in his new career as a graffiti artist. He 

realized graffiti in various places in the world, including USA, Europe and Australia. 

Some of these works resisted in time (for example, the one on the wall of the Stedelijk 

Museum depot from Amsterdam, realized in 1986), but others were destroyed (this is the 

case of the painting realized on the Berlin Wall, in 1986). Keith Haring died in 1990, 

entering, together with his colleague Jean-Michel Basquiat, in the history of the graffiti 

movement in the world. Other artists representative for the graffiti movement are Aaron 

Siskind (1903-1991), Cy Twombly (1928), Raymond Saunders (1934) and Julian 

Schnabel (1951).  

Last but not least, the art theories say that it is considered art anything that is accepted 

by the art world. Graffiti was considered an art form even since 1970’s, when 27the New 

York galleries started to draw their attention to it. “My work is collected by Hollywood 

stars, respected art collectors, and major art museums, including the Smithsonian 

Institute.  My current street observations are that Los Angeles may be on the verge of 

                                                 
27 Los Angeles  'CHOLO'  Style Graffiti Art by Charles "CHAZ" Bojorquez 
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being a dynamic city of the future. It is becoming a world leader in all art matters”, said 

the graffitists Charles "CHAZ" Bojorquez28. From the 1980’s, graffiti writers  became 

solicited by the galleries owners to create their work in an organized context, for money. 

This is the moment when the graffitists started to be perceived also in a positive way; it is 

also the moment when the graffiti artists were split in two groups because they became, 

over the night, "involved simultaneously in an art world and a deviant subculture"29 . 

Because of this fact, many of them had to “reconsider”, to polish their style in order to 

become more “arty”, more likely to fit in a gallery or on a canvas.  

As we can see, the opinions regarding graffiti are various. Some of  the people 

perceive it as art, the others- as vandalism. The truth is somewhere at the middle. If we 

take into account that graffiti ‘assault” the walls, that it penetrates the public and private 

space without permission, we can say that it is somehow vandalism. But, taking into 

account its message, its aesthetic form, its expression, graffiti  is art.  As someone said, 

“the location of it on a wall or subway without permission only makes it unsolicited art. 

As such, it can be called vandalism, but again, this does not disqualify it as art.” It is 

very important to note that even the graffitists assume and proclaim the ‘vandal”, 

“rebellious” feature of their art. For them, this thing is “a recognition that cultural 

expression can exist outside conventional canons." Writer Suzy Gablik states that graffiti 

"needs criminality to maintain its ethical quality, it's a note of authenticity. "But the 

graffiti’s vandalism is not just a characteristic, it is a “reality” and conviction for many 

persons, including the authorities; this perception is very insidious because it can damage 

the existence of the work, all the more, so as graffiti is unconventional, unregulated at the 

official level, exposed on the public space and, very important, with a limited life cycle. 

The vandalistic aspect of graffiti represents an assault to the life of the graffiti; because of 

it , these works are temporary. A complex piece, which maybe required many hours of 

work, can be destroyed in a few minutes because of the zealous authorities or of the 

individuals who do not understand its “raison d’être”. George Stowers said that 

“Spraycan art is an art form that is completely open to the public because it is not 
                                                 
28 http://209.85.135.104/search?q=cache:g2H1G-3C23MJ:www.graffitiverite.com/cb-
cholowriting.htm+My+work+is+collected+by+Hollywood+stars,+respected+art+collectors,+and+major+ar
t+museums,+including&hl=ro&ct=clnk&cd=1&gl=ro 
29 Lachmann, Richard. "Graffiti as Career and Ideology" 
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hemmed in by the confines or "laws" of the gallery system or museum. Perhaps, that’s its 

only crime”.30 

3.3. Graffiti as a commercial brain wave 
 
 
All the initiatives, all the publicity, both positive and negative, brought graffiti in the 

attention of the companies, of all kinds of groups of interests...graffiti suffers, nowadays, 

an ontological mutation...it is not anymore a mirror of the subculture, it became a tool of 

promotion, of advertising manipulated strategically by the corporations. Today, graffiti 

represents a “cool factor”, a trend. Everybody, including political parties, advertises 

oneself on the walls. This situation is quite ironic if we recall the origins of graffiti, the 

fact that it was the speaking trumpet of a class which did not identified itself with the 

commercial values, which was taken from its authentic context. In this case, graffiti 

actions in the sense of social stratification and to encourage the young people to spend 

money on products that they do not need necessarily. 

From the lower- class subculture, graffiti migrated towards another subculture, which is 

street advertising. Many companies, like Coca-Cola, Nike, McDonalds, IBM, Time 

magazine chose graffiti as a promotional tool. For example, in 2001, IBM company 

launched an advertising campaign in Chicago and San Francisco, which required people 

spraying on the pavement a peace symbol, a heart and a penguin31, representing “Peace, 

Love and Linux”. Some of the graffitists involved were arrested and accused of 

vandalism and IBM received a fine of about 120.000 dollars. Four years later, another 

similar campaign was launched by Sony in  

New York. The difference consists in the fact that Sony learnt from the bad experience of 

IBM and bought from the buildings’ owners the right to paint on their walls, “a collection 

of dizzy-eyed urban kids playing with the PSP as if it were a skateboard, a paddle or a 

rocking horse.” 

The commercial aspect of graffiti is present also in the video games like The Jet Set 

Radio Series, Bomb the World (2004), Super Mario Sunshine (2002). For example, the 

Jet Set Radio Series presents the fight of a group of teens against a group of totalitarian 
                                                 
30  Daniel Oliver Tucker, op.cit 
31 Linux mascot 
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policemen who try to limit the graffitists’ freedom of speech, while Bomb the World is an 

online graffiti simulation where the users can virtually paint trains in 20 locations all over 

the world.  

The fact that people started to understand how strong can be the social impact of 

graffiti is, on the one hand, quite uncomfortable. If until now, graffiti was an alternative 

way of expression in which young artists were trying to show their talent, nowadays it 

started to have commercial features, being considered the “low budget method” of 

advertising. There is no wonder since graffiti has many attributes which can contribute to 

a successful campaign: 

First of all, it is about visibility and its great capacity of expression, which can sustain 

very easily a teasing campaign. On the second hand, the way of expression is very 

friendly and, therefore, the viewer  perceives the message not as advertising, but as an 

opinion shared to him by a friend. Moreover, these graphic messages have a very 

attractive aesthetics and raise people’s attention. Commercial graffiti invaded the  public 

space with different messages, logos and images that we can see everywhere, on the 

buildings, on the pillars, in the parks. Things evolved to such an extent, that graffiti 

became a serious competitor for the outdoor banners. In Romania, the first advertising 

stencils belonged to a music television, called “U”; they were used in a very aggressive 

campaign, which supposed the implantation of the stencils with the television’s logo on 

each corner of the street. 

Anyway, this generalized phenomenon has also its reverse, conceptualized in the notion 

of “culture-jamming”. This means  the sabotage of the corporate advertisements through 

graffiti, in two various ways: the first one consists in renting a billboard in the name of a 

supposedly real company and drawing there a graffiti which satirizes the corporate 

advertising. The second way implies the writing with graffiti over an already existing 

corporate advertisement meant to change the original meaning of the advertisement.32 

                                                 
32 The Culture and Politics of Graffiti Art by Timothy Werwath 
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The two images above are a very representative example for the notion of “culture 

jamming”. We can see that, through a slight “retouch”, the well known brand H&M 

acquires other resonance, a negative one.  

When we say advertising through graffiti and urban art we think automatically about two 

famous brands: Sprite and Mountain Dew, which created a “hip hop” and urban image by 

promoting different street arts contests. 

33                          34  

                                                 
33 Image taken from the site 
http://images.google.ro/imgres?imgurl=http://bp0.blogger.com/_bCP16_MaUXE/R53K9BE1KrI/AAAAA

http://images.google.ro/imgres?imgurl=http://bp0.blogger.com/_bCP16_MaUXE/R53K9BE1KrI/AAAAAAAACWI/De7jB3O2Q9E/s320/sprite2.jpg&imgrefurl=http://jurnalisticaonline.blogspot.com/&h=150&w=150&sz=8&hl=ro&start=12&um=1&usg=__INTUJsqVX1LxQdhr6nV_ghYMhyA=&tbnid=zINwes_fkXzjWM:&tbnh=96&tbnw=96&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dgraffiti%2Bsprite%2Badvertising%26um%3D1%26hl%3Dro%26sa%3DN
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But until this situation/status will be regulated, we will keep assisting to this paradox: the 

society will require the removal of illegal and non-profit graffiti and, at the same time 

will praise the same graffiti, but realized in a legal, profitable and acknowledged context. 

 
4. STRATEGIES AND MEASURES CONCERNING GRAFFITI 
 
 
4.1. Official strategies 

Graffiti: Terrorism in the larval stage. 
There is nothing artistic about vandalism.35 

 
 
From the authorities’ point of view, graffitists are the ennemies par excellence, like in a 

guerilla struggle and, therefore, almost all the local policies that I studied are focused on 

eradicating graffiti- understood as  a violation of the public space and as an incitation to 

violence.  

Causes: 

The first reason invoked is the illegal character of graffiti and the damages brought by it 

to the city and citizens. According to the authorities’ logics, the punitive measures should 

begin with the low-level crimes, such as drugs dealing, begging, thefts, scandals and, of 

course, graffiti. If these crimes are not „solved”, they can degenerate in more serious 

crimes and instaurate a climate of fear. This logics was synthetized by the specialists in 

the „Broken Window Theory36”: the most grave crimes, as murders and rape,  have the 

roots in the most insignificant ones, like a broken window could be. This is why the 

authorities prefere to prevent, even if this thing supposes a quite large dose of paranoia. 
                                                                                                                                                 
AAACWI/De7jB3O2Q9E/s320/sprite2.jpg&imgrefurl=http://jurnalisticaonline.blogspot.com/&h=150&w=
150&sz=8&hl=ro&start=12&um=1&usg=__INTUJsqVX1LxQdhr6nV_ghYMhyA=&tbnid=zINwes_fkXzj
WM:&tbnh=96&tbnw=96&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dgraffiti%2Bsprite%2Badvertising%26um%3D1%26hl
%3Dro%26sa%3DN 
 
34 Image taken from http://www.thefemgeek.com/images/GreenLabel 
 
35 The Anti-Graffiti FAQ , 
http://64.233.183.104/search?q=cache:MOas5KCw70IJ:www.dougweb.com/faq.html+%22Communities+
must+begin+their+fight+against+graffiti+the+moment+the+graffiti+first+appears.+When+you+delay+you
r+response+the+vandalism+worsens.+Before+you+know+it+the+vandals+have+created+%22&hl=ro&ct=
clnk&cd=1&gl=ro 
36 Its authors are James Wilson, Catherine Coles and George Kelling (1982) 

http://www.thefemgeek.com/images/GreenLabel
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Secondly, it is about the „vandalization” of the public and private property, of a 

desequilibrum produced to a certain social order. These two opposite situations, order, 

harmony and disorder, entropy are translated into the so-called „hegemonic” and „counter 

hegemonic” practices. Graffiti is one of these counter-hegemonic practices because the 

vandalism of public and private property transgresses  the hegemonic respect for 

ownership.The climate of fear instaurated by graffiti is another important element for the 

anti-graffiti programmes. Graffiti induces a sentiment of fear because the majority of the 

population does not understand it or perceive them as an symbol of the gangsters, of the 

criminal activities.  

The majority of the actions initiated against graffiti, in the countries analyzed, are 

integrated in all kind of anti-graffiti strategies and are conducted at the level of the local 

authorities (cultural departments from the municipalities) having different partners: 

police, church, volunteers.These strategies have a double action: on the one hand, they 

are offensive and aim both the prevention, the eradication and the punishment of those 

who executed the graffiti. On the second hand, they implies the delimitation of different 

areas, the so-called „legal walls” for graffiti, which are spaces where graffitis are 

„tolerated”.Vancouver anti-graffiti programme represents a significant example in this 

respect.37 It states the removal of all the graffiti pieces from public and private property 

within 10 working days from their realisation. The city hired graffiti removals that could 

do that job, who charged the owners of the private properties for cleaning up their 

building. This solution was meant to damage once again the owners of those buildings,  

which were already „victimized” through the presence of graffiti there. It is very 

important to note that this strategy was economically conceived according to the 

presumption that the graffitists will continue their activity in Vancouver. 

The second element of this strategy was „the mural programme”, supposed to promote 

graffiti art in a legal frame, for eliminating the "ugly," bleak or continually 'vandalized' 

walls in the city.Unfortunately, it failed because of the bureaucracy and the lack of 

appropriate logistics, of the desynchronization in the schedule and the still existent 

                                                 
37 http://64.233.183.104/search?q=cache:-
IbM45pRTV4J:www.graffiti.org/faq/noble_semiotic_warfare2004.html+%22cultural+strategies+for+graffi
ti%22&hl=ro&ct=clnk&cd=16&gl=ro 
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suspicion of the authorities towards the graffitists. At their turn, the graffiti artists were 

discontent with the legitimization of their activity at an official level and they did not 

trust the authorities.  

The war against graffiti was intensified along with the releasing of the buff system which 

represents a chemical graffiti remover, containing a strong paint substance, meant to 

wash the trains covered with graffiti. Since then, all kinds of anti-graffiti methods were 

put in practice, starting with the implantation of the razor wire fences and the releasing of 

the dog guards in the metro yards, until fines and even prison days. But all these 

„strategies” succeded to discourage for a short period  the graffiti mouvement.  

The authorities’s démarche was sometimes supported both by the mass-media, which 

organised campaigns encouraging the public to get involved in „anti-graffiti days”,but 

also by the other social actors. For example, in the United States, the national store chains 

like Wal-Mart, Kmart and Target required a driver’s license for those who used to buy 

spray-paint, as well as a certain inferior limit of age. Very soon, this anti-graffiti fight 

was sustained by various associations suggestively called: RAGE, Stop Graffiti 

Vandalism, Goodbye Graffiti, Graffiti Prevention Tripwire Systems, G.R.I.P and some 

web sites, as www.Nograffiti.Com. 

 In Columbia, the authorities tried to diversify the actions meant to stop graffiti. 

First of all, they sustained a graffiti summit meant to rise public awareness on the  

problem and to motivate the fight against it. Then, they created a “graffiti hot line” and a 

web site for reporting the violations and settled a “citywide zero tolerance policy” which 

supposed that “all graffiti should be clean within one business day after being reported”.38  

Moreover, they placed open-space cameras in the most interesting areas for graffiti 

artists.  They also “distributed” police officers on top of parking garages, armed with 

binoculars, looking during the night for the persons who were painting the walls. Finally, 

they established fines for the graffitists in order to discourage their activities: “We need 

to make Columbia not a desirable place to come for those types of people,” said Laura 

Naserm fifth ward councilwoman.  

                                                 
38 
http://64.233.183.104/search?q=cache:KLBOBQbk7MUJ:www.columbiamissourian.com/stories/2008/06/2
2/city-unites-clear-walls-graffiti/+%22cultural+strategies+for+graffiti%22&hl=ro&ct=clnk&cd=6&gl=ro 
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One of the most complex strategies was delivered by Hamilton City, in New Zeeland.39In 

addition to the traditional ways of fighting against graffiti (as graffiti removal, fines, the 

creation of special graffiti areas), they introduced some novelties: first of all, it is about 

the creation of a Graffiti Working Group, meant to run a six-month anti-graffiti pilot 

project and to create a graffiti database and a graffiti hotline. They created also two 

authorities suggestively called “Anti-Graffiti Coordinator” and “Anti-Graffiti Officer”. 

Together with the police, they identified the local taggers (thanks to the databases and on 

the principle that they always use the same tag, the authorities evaluated the extent of the 

damage) and included them in a diversion programme, which implied the cleaning-up of 

their tags from the walls.  

At least at the rhetoric level, graffiti artists are stigmatized and incriminated without 

appeal. In some countries, like in Australia, the public announcement related to graffiti 

are similar to the ones concerning the theft: 

What can I do about graffiti? 

• Report graffiti to council immediately on 9239 5100  
• Report graffiti to the police as well- it’s important to let the police know so they 

are aware of the issues and can take appropriate action.  
• Remove graffiti from your property within 24 hours- council can assist you with 

this (see the removal section of this brochure) 

Painting out:  
If you have a painted or wooden fence, painting out graffiti is the most efficient and cost 
effective option. Keep some left over paint to use should you need to remove graffiti 
again, otherwise a paint store can colour match.  When painting over the graffiti, test a 
small area, and if the graffiti bleeds through the paint, use a sealant first. 

• Using appropriate garden planting, such as vines or spiky plants- one of the 
cheapest and most effective ways of preventing graffiti  

• Use darker coloured materials for fences (if you use one of council’s standard 
colours, we can give you with a small supply of paint if you ever experience 
graffiti. Contact council for more details).  

• Use an anti graffiti coating in high risk areas  

                                                 
39 Diversion and graffiti abatement programmes – a new direction by Ted Ninnes  
University of Waikato 
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• Maintain your property in good order- a poorly maintained property attracts 
graffiti 40 

All the strategies against graffiti usually require a lot of money. “It has been estimated 

that in 1989, the US spent over $4,000,000,000 in graffiti removal”. In 1997, the cost of 

keeping the London Underground free of graffiti was $25,000,000. In Western Australia 

the cost for graffiti removal in 1993 has been estimated to 6,000,000$. All these measures 

had as result the marginalization and the stigmatization of the young people doing 

graffiti…marginalization which was institutionalized, in some cases, in schools. For 

example, the University of Melbourne contained, in its academic offer, a course called 

“From graffiti to terrorism”.41  According to its presentation, the course “ begins with an 

overview of various definitions and ways of measuring crime and then looks at the causes 

of specific offences ranging through graffiti, to animal cruelty, to armed robbery, to illicit 

drug use, to terrorism. “Therefore, graffiti is put together with the most abject crimes, as 

animal cruelty or terrorism. As we could see, the measures and the official dialogue 

related to graffiti was meant to enlarge the distance between the graffiti community and 

the authorities. The only favourable measures  to graffiti, as “legal art murals”, “art not 

tags42” were the expression of the necessity to attenuate this phenomenon by creating 

“high tolerance zones”, especially designed for graffiti, and not of understanding and 

acknowledgement of the positive aspects of this art.  

At the European level, I found only an initiative concerning graffiti, unfortunately a 

negative one. It is about the project called Graffitage and its  aim is to protect “historic 

buildings from the scourge of graffiti”.43This project was conceived as a solution to a 

problem consisting in the fact that “Graffiti is a scourge of the urban environment that 

diminishes people’s quality of life. Europe’s spray-can artists are not just causing 

                                                 
40 City unites to clear walls of graffiti, in The Missourian, 22.06.2008  
 
41 191-101 From Graffiti to Terrorism, http://www.unimelb.edu.au/HB/subjects/191-101.html 
42 
http://64.233.183.104/search?q=cache:zw70oxxtI8YJ:www.greaterdandenong.com/Documents.asp%3FID
%3D7329%26Title%3DGrafitti+%22cultural+strategies+for+graffiti%22&hl=ro&ct=clnk&cd=12&gl=ro 
 
43 Cultural heritage - Conserving our common legato 
http://64.233.183.104/search?q=cache:TQqVwqnBkooJ:ec.europa.eu/research/fp6/ssp/graffitage_en.htm+
%22cultural+strategies+for+graffiti%22&hl=ro&ct=clnk&cd=20&gl=ro 
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aesthetic problems: graffiti interacts with building materials to create lasting damage. 

Europe’s historic monuments are at particular risk because they are made of porous 

stone, brick and mortar. Unfortunately the coatings currently available to protect 

surfaces against graffiti are not appropriate for these kinds of buildings. Therefore new 

anti-graffiti products are needed to protect Europe’s precious architectural heritage.” 

Therefore, its purpose was “to develop a new generation of anti-graffiti coatings that can 

protect historic/ancient monuments” through different means, one of them being the 

creation of an anti-graffiti system for different porous substrates. The Australian 

authorities included in their legislation not less than 8 different documents and different 

counts of indictment for incriminating and punishing graffitists; some of them refers 

directly to graffiti, the others-indirectly: Destroying or damaging property, Possession of 

article with intent to destroy or damage property, Damaging fountains, Damaging or 

desecrating protected places, Defacing walls, Damaging and defacing property by means 

of spray paint, Possession of spray paint, Sale of spray paint cans to persons under 18. 

The provisions of this last one is symptomatic for the level of paranoia that invaded the 

authorities: 

Unsecured display by retailers of spray paint cans 
Under Section 10D of the Summary Offences Act 1988, spray paint cans must not be 
displayed in any part of the shop to which members of the public are permitted access, 
unless the can is properly secured. A spray paint can is properly secured if it is 
displayed:  

• in a locked cabinet  
• within or behind a counter in such a manner that members of the public 

are not able to gain access to the can without the assistance of the 
occupier or an employee or agent of the occupier  

in any other manner prescribed by the regulations.44 

In Europe, we can find the same hostile attitude regarding graffiti, which is reflected to 

laws and the authorities’ actions. The more prominent examples are in UK, which 

adopted in 2003 the  Anti-Social Behaviour Act, in which graffiti was explicitly 

condemned. Next year, the authorities organised a campaign called “Keep Britain Tidy”, 
                                                 
44 Legislation related to graffiti vandalism, Australia 
http://www.graffiti.nsw.gov.au/lawlink/cpd/ll_graffiti.nsf/pages/graffiti_laws 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/nsw/consol_act/soa1988189/
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which proclaimed zero tolerance for graffiti, fines and the banning of the sale of aerosol 

paint. The most recent campaign for condemning graffiti artists was released in July 

2008, when, after three-month police surveillance, seven members of the DPM crew were 

condemned of conspiracy, of criminal damage which costed almost 1 million pounds. 

Five of them were imprisoned, from 18 months to two years. 

In Romania, we are dealing with the same situation: writing on the walls is illegal and 

implies a quite big fine (about 600 euros). Moreover, the institutions operate also at the 

level of audience perception and mentality; for example, in Romania, pupils in the fourth 

grade were tought, during some special classes organized by the policemen, that graffiti 

represents an act of vandalism and it should be stopped.As we can see, graffiti was 

attacked and condemned both at a local and international level. The authorities focused 

less on understanding the phenomenon than trying to eradicate it; in this context, the only 

actors which tried to support it through various projects, were the associations and 

cultural foundations. But this repression had not only negative effects: on the first hand, it 

brought graffiti into public opinion’s attention (and the artistic community was more 

motivated to defend and to promote graffiti); on the second hand, it reinforced their 

group’s identity, it gave coherence and determined the graffitists to be more sympathetic 

because they had to fight together against an external “enemy”.  

 
4.2. Programmes meant to support graffiti 
 
 
“It is difficult to accept it on white gallery walls. Then it becomes part of the commodity 

market. The social context is what gives it its meaning, and this is being ripped from it”. 

(Tim Rollins, graffiti artist) 

 
A strange and paradox phenomenon is happening: while the culture decided to get down 

in the street, street art enters in the galleries. 

 As I have already said, the first preoccupations for graffiti at an official level date from 

the 1970’s, since the 1980’s the aerosol paintings started to be present in the major 

galleries. Since then, the initiatives concerning the promotion of graffiti art thickened.  
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The first important novelty is the infiltration of graffiti in the major museums in the 

world either as temporary exhibitions, or as stable departments. For instance, the 

Brooklyn Museum, together with other galleries from New York, has been creating 

graffiti exhibitions since the end of 1990’s. The Smithsonian Institute organized as well 

an exhibition named “Hip-Hop Won't Stop: The Beat, The Rhymes, The Life,", which 

presents the works of the graffiti elite. This exhibition was supposed to become a 

permanent part of the American History Museum. Brooklyn Museum has already such a 

permanent department, in the  “Contemporary art” department, dedicated to graffiti. 

Barrio Alto, a neighbourhood of Lisbon, has an ephemeral open air museum which 

contains 33 graffiti pieces from Portuguese and foreign artists. The foreign countries 

started to adopt an open attitude towards graffiti. France, for instance, which had a 

negative attitude until 2000 towards graffiti, is nowadays one of the countries who order 

intensively graffiti pieces. This is a result of the new law concerning the cultural heritage 

and the museums, which states that the first mission of the cultural institutions is an 

efficient communication with the society and the democratization of the access to culture. 

For example, the representatives of  the  Musée d’Orsay do not incriminate anymore the 

authors of the spray interventions on the statues from its esplanades, but take pictures of 

them, they archive them in a database which records the visitors’ feedbacks; at the 

regional level, the municipalities order images for the decoration and the harmonization 

in the urban landscape of the dead walls of the buildings. The cultural institutions started 

to collaborate as well with the graffitists. Having an “open minded and open eyed” policy 

which implies an effective communication with the social environment, these institutions 

commission parietal intervention in their space. In Berlin, the graffitists are allowed to 

draw on the fences which encloses the open air metro because the distances between the 

stations are very long; in this way, both the authorities and the artists have something to 

win: the graffitists are provided with space for their art and the authorities save the 

money that they should have spent for the embellishment of the fence. 

Despite the negative attitude of the authorities towards graffiti during Tony Blair’s 

mandate, London gave one of the most famous graffiti artist in the world, Bansky. His 

most successful recent project reunited 40 of the most important artists in the world, who 

transformed a tunnel from Lambeth into an exhibition, called “Cans Festival”. This 
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exhibition was the subject of a two pages articles in Times Magazine and introduced the 

graffiti works in the auction’s circuit. Even in India, the local authorities introduced the 

same policy consisting in  the commission of the  graffiti pieces. Organizations and 

associations like Phun Factory or United Graffiti Artists apply the strategy of recycling 

the urban space by soliciting the authorization of drawing graffiti on the abandoned 

buildings or community walls in the parks. There were also transnational projects like 

“Mural global”, developed under aegis of UNESCO45. The project implied the realization 

by a variety of artists of 90 murals all over the world in the name of diversity, peace and 

ecological values; 85 murals were created so far and the project us still ongoing. In 2004,  

The ampleness of this occidental phenomenon, especially the French one, can be 

evaluated by its exportation to other countries, like Romania. Speaking about the French 

model, the former director of the French cultural center in Romania required the 

decoration with graffiti of one of the internal walls from the institute’s yard. The French 

cultural center was also the promoter of a very important event for the graffiti and hip-

hop mouvement, in 2003. This event was suggestively  called “Art conquests the street” 

and it beneficiated of the contribution of one of the hip-hop movement founders, Doze 

Green. That was a good occasion for the Romanian graffitists to manifest themselves and 

to demonstrate that their art is not inferior. That event generated a situation which was 

characteristic for the Romanian society, on the one hand, and the graffiti creed on the 

other hand. While Doze Green was realizing his performance, the organizers decided, at a 

certain moment, that it was too late and they started to turn off the lights in order to hurry 

the artist to finish his work. The answer was very suggestive: “ You can turn off the light, 

if you want to. I drew before in the underground of the metro, so I can work also in the 

dark”. Thing that he did.  

From 2003 to the present, things evolved, as well as the projects stimulating the graffiti 

movement. The initiatives were structured on two levels: the ones belonging to the 

ONG’s and cultural associations and the one organized by local authorities. 

The majority of the events consisted in contests, sponsored by companies whose audience 

was in accordance with the graffiti values, like Sprite Wrote 4 Gold contest which was 

                                                 
45 www.mural-global.org 
 

http://www.mural-global.org/
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composed of four events: concept painting, action throw ups, sketching and tagging. One 

of the most important pro-graffiti action was “Art Delivery’ project, which combined, for 

three days, different ways of street happenings: films screenings, street exhibitions, 

music, artistic workshops. On this occasion, it was realized the first wall legally covered 

by aerosol paint; that was a good opportunity for the mayor of Bucharest to take pictures 

with one of the most “hunted” graffitists by the Police. Another important event was 

“Kartier 2005”; it was organized by the youth center of the Bucharest Metropolitan 

Library  and offered the first live demonstration of stencils, which were placed on some 

walls from the old center of Bucharest. All of the messages were very vivid and inedited, 

some of them having ironic, social and  political meaning. The idea of that manifestation 

was the transformation of a part of  Bucharest in some public spaces for the young people 

living in the neighbourhood. The campaign was completed by a hip hop and break dance 

festival. The teenagers had the occasion to get out of anonymity , their stencils being 

inspired by the Romanian actuality: “Crises”, “Michael Jackson”, “Ceausescu, I will 

come back in five minutes”, “Putin”. The project was successful and it gained a large 

notoriety, being repeated every year. Looking for alternative spaces, the phenomenon 

spread up also in the rural areas; for example, a Romanian village called Ghidighici, 

hosted a graffiti festival. The fence of an old farm was transformed into a public space of 

expression, whose message was the discouraging of the consumption of useless 

products.Common Playground was another important and referential event, which 

consisted in a graffiti exhibition opened at the National Dance Center and which attracted 

foreign artists like Ripo, Obes and Sinboy.But the most recent and, at the same time the 

most controversial Romanian event, which provoked a cultural-political scandal, was a 

graffiti exhibition organized by the division of the Romanian Cultural Institute in New 

York and called “Freedom for lazy people”.  This exhibition split the Romanian cultural 

scene in two opposite groups because of a pink pony on whose croup was painted a 

swastika, exhibited as an artwork. Some of the Romanian specialists considered this 

object an affront, but the others welcomed the courage of the Romanian art of letting 

behind the old, decayed canons. But, despite all these discussions, the exhibition was 

successful and contributed to the realization of some important collaborations between 
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the Romanian graffitists and cultural American institutions (the three Romanian artists 

were invited to paint the walls of  a hall belonging to Theatre 37 Arts). 

As soon as graffiti was introduced in the art world, two things happened: on the 

one side, the art world (with all its representatives, associations, means) stimulated and 

contributed to the development of graffiti practices and ways of expressions. On the other 

hand, the graffiti started to spread all over the world and to become famous. This thing is 

very important because it improved its image inclusively among the authorities and the 

general public, whose  majority still consider it an act of vandalism. 

 
 
5. GRAFFITI AND THE CITY 
 
5.1. The reinterpretation of the public space through graffiti 
 
According to the postmodern sociology, the space is just a „social construct”.We cannot 

talk about graffiti without taking into account a certain economy of the space, in this 

case, of the city. The city, beyond its physical structures, represents also a symbolic 

construction, which has a life-cycle including development, destruction, re-development. 

The urban landscape represents a network of markets, cultural expressions and power 

relations. Nowadays,  the urban landscapes are more defined by the public use of private 

space than before. “Exclusion and control are essential to understanding public space 

because it denotes proximity, diversity and accessibility. The image consumption 

essential for the construction and maintenance of the post-industrial landscape is 

dependent upon symbols of "ecology, leisure and livability"46 

The cities shape the life and the imaginary of all the civilizations. The urban space can be 

understood as a “projection of the society on the ground”47 by borrowing something from 

the character and qualities of its citizens. It is not only the frame of our daily activities, 

but also a “social product”, a projection or a realization of the meaning that individuals 

                                                 
46 C. Noble, op.cit 
47 
http://64.233.183.104/search?q=cache:nMh0PdO2YF4J:www.bsergiu.rdsor.ro/works/articole/Spatiulorasul
ui.pdf+%22graffiti+imaginar+urban%22&hl=ro&ct=clnk&cd=6&gl=ro 
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confer it. The postmodern theories are conceiving the city as a text “constituted by 

different interpretations made by different readers”48 

 In different moments in time, cities establish a certain “statu quo”, a certain physical, 

social, economical and symbolic harmony, that all the “stakeholders”, the citizens taken 

globally, are willing to maintain. And any element that menaces this symbolic 

construction and the visual coherence of the place is denied and marginalized. This 

happens because the people’s logics rejects anything meant to shock, disgust or unknown. 

Society wants security and homogeneity rather than interaction, dialogue, diversity and 

disruption. Unfortunately, graffiti represents one of these undesirable categories, being 

perceived as an assault to public and private property, as a destructive and dangerous 

activity. “Graffiti's unwanted inappropriateness is likened regularly to dirt, animal 

characteristics, the uncivilized, and the profane. Here the obscenity becomes the 

utterance out of place, a permanent defacement, a creative act, and a claim to 'the 

street.”49This is such an irony when we think  that the graffitists have the closest 

relationship with the city, that they communicate continuously with its walls, with its 

bridges, with its buildings , with its streets, with its forgotten corners, relationship that 

maybe the majority of the city inhabitants will never experience. 

For the graffitists , the whole city represents a huge “canvas”. We find them on the 

buildings, at the metro, on the walls and their role is to recreate, to refresh  the urban 

space, both visually and semantically. From a visual point of view, their intention is to 

make the city brighter and more attractive, to cover the old, blank  and decrepit walls by 

colours. "Graffiti writing breaks the hegemonic hold of corporate/governmental style 

over the urban environment and the situations of daily life. As a form of aesthetic 

sabotage, it interrupts the pleasant, efficient uniformity of "planned" urban space and 

predictable urban living. For the writers, graffiti disrupts the lived experience of mass 

culture, the passivity of mediated consumption."50  

We can see that, while graffiti is “responsible” for the aesthetic and artistic content, the 

stencils are focused on the social message. And they are not placed randomly, but 

                                                 
48 Sergiu Balatescu, op.cit 
 
49 http://www.graffiti.org/faq/noble_semiotic_warfare2004.html 
50 Jeff Ferrell, Crimes of Style 
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strategically, following a certain scenario meant to (re)create an urban tale, to build a 

logical statement on the reality, completely integrated in the atmosphere. By all their 

initiatives, these new “urban conquistadors” deconstruct the property, create a new urban 

folklore . 

In a world filled up with so many messages, the graffitists bring a change. They are 

disseminating their simple and incisive messages, with humor or with irony, in the most 

unexpected places, transforming a simple walk in a range of events having a social 

meaning. They are the artists fed up with the walls of the exhibition places, who are 

discovering the city like an enormous canvas which is waiting for the creation. 

Why is graffiti so important in rapport with the city? Because, as Daniel Spigelman says 

in Symbolic Subversion and The Writing on The Wall51, “it is an attempt by various 

individuals to come to terms with their environment through a symbolism that is played 

out on the environment itself.” The writer and the urban environment establish an 

intimate complicity , a “symbiotic relationship” in which one supports the other. The 

writer becomes part of the environment, and not a separate actor. “Hence, the medium 

can be seen to function as an active agent of mutation as well as a tool of existential 

comprehension” If we are considering graffiti from the passenger’s, the viewer’s point of 

view, we realize that it can interact with graffiti as an esoteric symbol, as an abstract, 

vital response. 

“Graffiti re-contextualizes language - the very base unit of social organisation and 

power. It violates one of the central pillars of our economic system by rejecting the 

hegemonic codes behind the ownership and respect for property.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
51 Daniel Spigelman, op.cit 
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5.2. CASE STUDY: Graffiti as an urban imagery and a mirroring principle of the 
society 
 
 
My case study is focused on two major directions: on the one hand, I wanted to see how 

graffiti pieces are integrated in the urban ambient, if they are harmonized with an entire 

political-economical and social complex and, on the other side, I intended to learn to 

which extent graffiti represents the reflection of the society. 

In the first case, I researched and analyzed different graffiti pieces (except the tags), from 

all over the world, available on the internet (www.artcrimes.org) and I tried to consider 

them from an aesthetical and semantic point of view. My research area was restraint to 

Europe and the graffiti pieces analyzed were chosen randomly, so my attempt does not 

claim to offer absolute truths, but just some points of view, which could be useful for a 

further, more complex research. I must confess that, according to my expectations, the 

series of graffiti from each countries should have reflected manifestly the specificities of 

each country, a certain history and a certain stereotype that mass-media and society 

created around them. For example, for the Balkan countries, I was expecting more violent 

images, sadder characters or depressive images, while for Italy, I should have bet that the 

drawings contained lighter colours or more comic characters and situations. To my 

surprise, these characteristics were not so clearly stressed out,  thing which shows on the 

one hand that the globalization “affected” inclusively the graffiti culture (whose main 

tool is the internet) and, on the second hand, the fact that graffitists represent a quite 

homogenous community, which communicate efficiently and share their novelties, their 

techniques, their styles. Maybe the most representatives and , at the same time the most 

impressive, are the graffiti from the Berlin Wall, place with a lot of symbolical 

expression and which represents “the wall” par excellence, the quintessence of graffiti as 

a tool for expression and for social change. 

http://www.artcrimes.org/
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Any commentary for the above pictures is useless. They are speaking very clear about the 

drama caused by the separation of the two “Germanies” and about the desire of the 

people to make a breach in the wall, to be free, but also about the horrors and the injustice 

caused by the war, which alienate the world. 

Except Germany, the most representative graffiti speaking about their message and the 

capacity to symbolize and to talk about a specific reality seemed to come from the Balkan 

countries (Serbia, Bosnia and Macedonia). Countries like Greenland or Italy are 

representative at the level of the style: while Greenland presents a “graffiti” made in 
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snow (allusion to its clime), Italy presents mostly artistic, aesthetic graffiti, in which style 

and the artifact represent the main point of interest. Speaking about the style, we can 

easily observe that it evoluated; graffiti became very eclectic, it “abandoned” somehow 

its old style, being more and more influenced by the picture styles, like surrealism, 

cubism, the comics or photography.  

 

 

.  

Bosnia 

Greenland 
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Macedonia 

 
Serbia 

 

Macedonia 
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Italy 
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Czech Republic 

 
Berlin 
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The common themes that I found in these graffiti were the legendary figure of Che 

Guevara and the drugs consumptions, associated to a specific, rasta lifestyle, two specific 

marks of the youth subculture. 

Speaking about the space, we can observe the majority of graffiti are especially 

conceived in relation with the urban atmosphere…moreover, the elements of city 

furniture (benchs, lamps), the elements of natural vegetation and the specificity of the 

buildings have a key-role in creating graffiti and represent its “scenography”, a spatial 

and cultural complex in which graffiti is the main point of interest. This is the case of the 

great artist Bansky, whose drawings always challenge the city.  
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It is very interesting how some graffiti, very well placed, can reconstruct the city, can 

move the meaning, can make the city speak, can personalize things. For example, this 

phone booth in Belgrade: 

 

 
 

 
…or this frame of the Berlin Well which seems to sustain the buildings from the 

background… 
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…or this “installation” from Bosnia, in which the wall and the tree become fairy tales’ 

characters, 

 

   
…or this real piece of art, in which the grass and the rocks are not grass and rocks, but 

the hair and the teeth of a grotesque being 
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Georgia 

 
Graffiti is meant to shock, to overturn the order of the reality, to propose another vision 

of the world , more problematic and more sincere. But, at the same time, graffiti is meant 

to reinforce to reality, to make us aware of what is around us, like in the examples below, 

where the banality, the simplicity and even the misery of the two landscapes is provoked 

by avant-garde graffiti pieces, which represent a strong contrast with their physical 

support: 

 

 
Paris                                                             Portugal 
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In addition to their expressive and artistic function, we have to take into account that 

these graffiti pieces have a huge aesthetical role, even if the “hard core “ graffitists would 

not agree with this approach, which see in graffiti first of all  a way to embellish the walls 

and the building, and then a message to the world. 

 

 
Lithuania 
 
The second part of my case –study consists in reading the image of Bucharest only by 

deciphering  its urban signs, consisting in stencils. For this, I took a long walk in the 

center of Bucharest and I studied at leisure the stencils, together with the context in which 

they were placed. I will let first the images to speak, then I will comment them and 

present the “story”. 

Premises  

More than 60% of the Bucharest area is made of streets…some of them are interesting 

and decent, the others are deplorable. Each day, about 2,5 million cars are crossing the 

city, despite the fact that the infrastructure was conceived only for 150.000. The eclectic 

architecture, the new and old combined with no logics, the agglomeration create a motley 

urban landscape that we have to assume every day. 

In this context, the graffitists intend to add some little accents to a city which really needs 

them. For them, street art represents another way of expression. They are not creating 

only drawings, but they are transmitting messages concerning the essential phenomena of 
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the society. There are, in this grey and bleak Bucharest, places which require 

interventions, a colour spot, a personage that could revive it; “street art is a kind of by-

way in order to reach more directly and easier the public”; once brought into the street, a 

piece is living its own life; it can survive a few hours or even months, according to its 

destiny. Its creation implies a real adventure: it lasts a few minutes because it is night and 

you have to move fast. Usually, you choose the place in advance and think what it could 

fit that place. Then you work home, you are doing sketches (for graffiti) or you are 

notching off the drawing (for stencils), call some friends, you go to the chosen place, you 

implant the drawing and go away. You can come back the next day in order to take 

pictures, having a secret satisfaction when you see the people watching creation and 

smiling.52 

 

 
Image 1                                                 Image 2 

 

 
Image 3                                                       Image 4 

                                                 
52 Adina Rossetti, Desene pe pereţi in Dilema Veche, 5 august 2007 
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Image 5 (“Against manele”53)                                              Image 6 

 

 
Image 7 (“In God we trust”)                                            Image 8 

 

 
Image 9A                                                    Image 9B 

                                                 
53 Manelele represent a music genre, with influences from the Greek, Turkish, Arabian, Serbian and 
Romanian fiddler music. It is appreciated especially in the rural areas or in the city’s  poor neighbourhoods. 
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Image 10 (“Agency of patriotic tourism”)                              Image 11 

 

 
Image 12                                                 Image 13 

 

 
Image 14                                            Image 15, Calin Popescu-Tariceanu, Prime Minister 
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Image 16, “People with circles round     Image 17, “The city is ours” 
the eyes are great” 
 

 
Image 18, “You look good”              Image 19, “The money wash is obligatory” 

 

 
Image 20                                                  Image 21, “Save Rosia Montana” 
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Image 22, “We are the champions”      Image 23, “Oh, please stay…WTF?...LOL” 

 
Image 24, “Cheap and good”                     Image 25, “Long live the Queen” 

 

 
Image 26, “I love corruption” 
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It is not obligatory to know the political-social-cultural realities of Romania to realize 

that these messages are full of nerve, effervescence and rebellion. The majority of them 

are satirical and they regard either controversial figures of politicians, like the former 

president of Romania, Ion Iliescu, whose communist past is reflected through a laurel 

(image 25) , the current prime-minister Calin Popescu Tariceanu, or the political class, as 

a whole, confronted with its main problem: corruption (images 15, 19, 26). I also found a 

stencil-manifesto, saying that “the city is ours”, a direct allusion to the fact that graffitists 

and the young generation understand the city, have a strong connection with it and they 

have the right to express themselves free, anywhere in the city. There are also stencils 

mirroring the main Romanian état d’esprit, very contradictious and very instable; for 

example, that face out of spirits, bandaged, saying “We are the champions”(image 22). 

This is a very frequent technique, which emphasizes the difference between the happy 

and sunny appearances and the reality: for instance, the two cars covered with graffiti are 

old, Romanian brands called “Dacia”. Their placement is not accidental, because they are 

situated in one of the most luxuriant Bucharest areas, near to very sumptuous historical 

buildings (The Museum of History, The Romanian Athenaeum, The Central University 

Library), but also near the Hilton Hotel, whose parking is filled up with numerous 

luxuriant cars. In this context, the two Dacia covered with graffiti want to raise the 

attention towards the huge social differences in Romania and the fact that we do not have 

a middle class(Images 9A and 9B). Messages like “You look good”, written in pink in 

order to suggest the optimism are an example of the interactivity between the urban space 

(thanks to the graffitists) and the public. Other messages are different allusions to the 

Romanian writers and intellectuals who are considered too old and too decrepit, 

anachronistic. Through stencils like “Oh, please stay…WTF…LOL” they are brought 

back to the present, they are updated and included in the “cool generation’s” vocabulary. 

The stencils presented above are completed with many other ones which, because of the 

limited space, could not have been included here. Some of them are ecological: on the 

recycle bins from the center,  little men (stick figures) were throwing the papers on those 

recycle bins, saying:” I love this city”. The failure of different governments brought again 

Ceusescu on the walls, either as Terminator (“I’ll be back”), or as a seller who posts a 

specific announcement “I will come back in 5 minutes”. The Little Prince received a 
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punker hair cut, especially after the grenades started to ask “War?”, and “Eminescu54- 

Eminem” was the first stencil which provoked a public debate. The most controversial 

politicians appear on the pillars and they promise altogether: “ It is not you who build the 

future”. Osama bin Laden, Gigi Becali and Mona Lisa are also characters ironized.  

We can observe that stencils and messages are very individualized to the Romanian 

profile and that are very few stencils whose messages are universal, like “City is ours”.  If 

the spontaneous stencils and graffiti pieces have preponderantly a social message, talk 

about a specific reality, the graffiti works realized in an organized form (contests, 

different campaigns) try to create a story seen as an alternative to the reality, personalize 

the walls through phantasmagoric characters and surrealist situations; these pieces, 

behind their message, have an important aesthetical role. The most important event in this 

respect is the “Street/Art Delivery” project, which consisted in the transformation of a 

street, for two days, in a place with cultural happenings, including graffiti, I included 

some pictures from this event in the appendix in order to stress the difference between the 

spontaneous graffiti pieces and the “planned” ones. 

 

6. RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING A GOOD “GRAFFITI 
MANAGEMENT” IN ROMANIA 

 “I can’t imagine a city in which one delimits with a red line the buildings on which one 

can paint graffiti” (Dan Perjovschi) 

In establishing the recommendation, I took into account two sources: on the one hand, the 

results of a questionnaire (that you can find in the appendix) realized with 30 persons 

and, on the other hand, my personal conclusions and reflections which are the result of all 

the informative materials that I read. After analyzing the questionnaires, I reached out to 

some conclusions, not really optimistic. According to these questionnaires, the problems 

identified, applied to Romania, consist in the fact that: 

a) People are reticent towards graffiti because of its illegal 

status 
                                                 
54 It is considered the most important Romanian poet, a real symbol for Romania 
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b) Graffiti are insufficiently promoted  

c) The ambiguous status of graffiti damages to its credibility; 

60% of the persons questioned declared that they agree 

with the institutionalization of graffiti at an official level.  

d) Graffiti is usually perceived as vandalism, as a negative and 

a damaging element when it is outside an official frame. 

I corroborated these problems with the following premises, that I reached out as a result 

of my experience, documentation and testimonies: 

1) Graffiti is an art and it should be treated as such. There is a line between graffiti and 

vandalism. The social aspects and aesthetic features of graffiti have legitimized some 

forms of graffiti as art, but the authorities and especially the police usually “hunt” the 

graffiti artists and their pieces.  

2) Evidence shows that the big, famous graffiti artists who entered in the art books 

(Hering, Basquiat, Bansky) had a period of “practice” on the city walls, just like any 

other regular graffitists, before starting to be exhibited in galleries. Therefore, writing on 

the walls represent a first step in the artistic formation of the graffitists. 

3)The graffiti pieces are ephemeral; they are created today, but nobody guarantees that 

tomorrow they will be still there. This is such a pity, taking into account that many of 

them not only have a great artistic value and, but they also represent the quintessence of 

our society and therefore a very important ethnographic element which is essential to 

cultural studies.  

At the moment, graffiti functions as a self regulating system, but its  status is quite 

unclear and problematic. When they do not have to face the authorities and run from the 

police, we can find graffiti artists either at their workplace, with the spray cans in the 

hands, or  in a gallery or exhibition or doing an advertisement for different campaigns. 

The only initiatives regarding this activity belong to two opposite “forces”: on the one 

hand, the authorities and the majority of the society who try to stop this negative 

phenomenon, on the other hand, the cultural associations, the galleries, the advertising 
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agencies which promote and sustain the “phenomenon”, either for the art’s sake, or for 

commercial purposes. The graffiti artists gravitate between these two poles, sometimes in 

derive. As I already knew, the representatives of the Cultural Department from the 

Municipality of Bucharest confirmed me that, except some isolated and inconsistent 

actions, there is no strategy, no programme for this type of art. My intention is to offer 

some recommendations for a possible cultural strategy at the national level with respect 

to graffiti. I hope that my paper proved –if it was the case- the importance and the 

relevance of graffiti art for our society. In establishing my recommendations, I took into 

account some realities that I pointed out more or less successfully throughout my paper. I 

must admit that, before reading and listening to the artists’ testimonies, the most logic 

solution seemed to be, in my opinion, the institutionalization, the including of graffiti, as 

an official art, among the governmental policies. This debate  has been already launched 

by the art professionals, but they could not agree because the opinions are contradictious. 

The majority say that this institutionalization would destroy, would damage the essence 

of this art, about which many people say that it is meant to be illegal, to shock 

continuously the public. “It must be asserted  that graffiti must always be illegal by its 

very definition. Furthermore, this illegality is at the core of its being”.55“I only want that 

stencils realized by me to be noticed by the passengers even for a split second. I am sure 

that I do not need anything else in order to transmit a message”, said Dragos, a 

Romanian street artist. I agree to this point of view all the more, so as I had the chance  to 

take part, a month ago,  to a debate concerning graffiti on the occasion of the releasing of 

the Romanian edition of “Graffiti. Street art on five continents”, by Nicholas Ganz. The 

central point of discussion was the institutionalization of graffiti; Dan Perjovschi56, an 

incontestable authority in this field, stated that institutionalization lead to a certain 

academism which endangers exactly the “story” of the city; graffiti represents a certain 

type of liberty and its regulation destroys the core of this liberty. While some of the 

probationers and specialists are totally against the institutionalization, the others –not so 

many- welcome it because this thing would remove the negative connotations associated 

with the idea of vandalism. On this occasion, people would better understand and would 

                                                 
55 http://www.graffiti.org/faq/giller.html 
56 One of the most famous Romanian contemporary artists  
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really appreciate graffiti. The promoters of this measure have a progressive, evolutional 

vision on graffiti: they acknowledge the fact that graffiti had its time of rebellion, of 

protest against society, but now it “conquered” the place in the recognized art world  and 

should have the same treatment as any other art form. These artists “are not as interested 

in mass communicating an idea to people, but are more interested in creating art that is 

generally aesthetically pleasing.”57What both “groups” do not really realize is that all the 

exhibitions, contests, discussions, books, even their interviews, are already 

institutionalizing the graffiti, even if not in a legal way. But this is the first step for 

propelling the governments to set up policies and measures, even if this process will 

require time. I realize that all this evolution is unavoidable; I acknowledge the fact, that, 

like any other phenomenon, like any other art branch, graffiti has its own evolution cycle; 

each contestant and rebel art current or art form had its period of “glory”, when was 

illegal, but ended up canonized in the art handbooks. I think that graffiti will have the 

same destiny, but maybe my speculations are premature. I agree with the fact that graffiti 

should be treated and promoted like any kind of art form , should be respected  for its 

huge cultural potential.  I also agree that graffiti should keep its essence, should be free of 

any legal constraints-as much as possible-.But I do not agree with the ephemeral 

character of graffiti. This is why my proposition is situated at the middle of these two 

possibilities and is focused on the idea of graffiti as national and international cultural 

heritage. Every week masterpieces are “swallowed” by the paint of other graffitists 

looking for new space of expressions or under the paintbrush of the authorities interested 

in maintaining the walls “clean”. If nobody preserves these pieces with photos, they are 

gone forever.  And, in this respect, I strongly believe that the national authorities should 

create archives, databases with the graffiti pieces from their countries. This measure, far 

from affecting the artistic freedom, would be an official recognition of graffiti and of 

their importance and would represent, at the same time, a source for infusion of trust and 

respect towards graffiti (also at the public perception’s level) and a cultural legacy for the 

next generations. The need for such a measure is proved by a démarche of the authorities 

from Genova who try to recover some of Basquiat’s drawings which were affected in 

time by the bad weather and human action. It is true that, at the moment, there are private 

                                                 
57 http://www-atdp.berkeley.edu/Studentpages/cflores/historygraffiti.html 

http://www-atdp.berkeley.edu/Studentpages/cflores/historygraffiti.html
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initiatives which created graffiti databases available on the internet (the most important is 

Art Crimes- www.graffiti.org and, in Romania, www.2020.ro) but these ones are often 

incomplete and instable. Of course that this measure will not solve the problem of the 

really damaging graffiti pieces (those painted on historical monuments) but I think that if 

it is associated with the involvement of the street artists in different other positive actions, 

will make the graffitists responsible, like no fine or punishment can do it. When saying 

this, I have in mind the example of a Romanian project, which have not started yet, but 

which will be focused on the recreation and embellishment of some marginal areas from 

Bucharest through graffiti.  

On the other hand, another dilemma will remain also unsolved: the one concerning the 

copyright. Since these artists use only their pseudonyms (at least until they become 

famous), everybody can profit upon their work, in various ways. Whether they want it or 

not, the graffiti artists- at least the beginners, the ones who are not known- , must accept 

this situation until a possible solution will be set up. I strongly believe in the importance 

of graffiti for a country’s brand. And I also think that graffiti pieces, the ones realized 

more or less legally, can be very important for the cultural tourism and could be 

integrated in some special cultural routes. The Australian city of Melbourne is a example 

of good practice in this respect. Hosier Lane became an attraction for tourists and 

photographers  thanks to its graffiti pieces and street art and it  was included in tourists’ 

guides as a major point of interest in the field of street art. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.graffiti.org/
http://www.2020.ro/
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As we can see above, graffiti had many “faces” during the time and a fascinating history; 

if at the beginning it belonged to the ghetto, it “evolved” later from underground to 

overground. Therefore, nowadays, its power of attraction consists less in the social 

motives, but in the fact that it rejects the traditional ways of artistic expression and 

represents a very efficient instrument of communication for the young generation. Even if 

people accept it or not, graffiti became a contemporary art form, a “mass produced 

object”, used in advertisements or political campaigns. ”At the same time it still 

represents the city's ongoing problems. Graffiti translates the message that something is 

not right in the concrete jungle, with murals, memorials and messages. “It sustains  an 

economy of removal, a cultural debate and advertising practices.” My paper, far of being 

exhaustive, had the aim of raising attention on graffiti phenomenon and pointing out its 

importance both for the art world, as well as for  its capacity to represent the society, for 

the visual eco-system of the city. I started with an incursion in the graffiti history, into its 

evolution during the time, then I pointed out its major transformations, its major 

challenges and tribulations until nowadays. I was fascinated by its evolution, by its 

capacity to adapt, to grow and to follow the society’s curs. Born on the street, graffiti has 

been absorbed and eliminated by the high art , it was displayed in galleries and museums. 

It has also been appropriated by the advertising world and placed into legal urban mural-

painting.  My main focus was the necessity of creating some cultural initiatives at the 

national level, meant to protect the graffiti activities and to preserve- through an archive- 

its cultural heritage. I also envisaged the effects of the graffiti infiltrations in the public 

sphere, the way in which it can be placed and harmonized with the urban environment in 

order to show a story about its people, its everyday life, its expectations or 

disappointments, its challenges. I tried to “read” a paragraph of this story through a case-

study: I walked, one day, on the most circulated and the most important zone of 

Bucharest – the University Square and the Old Center of Bucharest- and I studied all the 

graffiti, stencils and signs in order to reveal its myths and symbols. At the same time, I 

wanted to make a comparison between different forms of street art in Europe in order to 

see how Romania can be positioned in rapport with the other countries and I reached the 

conclusion that, although countries keep slightly their specificities, the globalization 

eradicated all the barriers between various ways of artistic expression, style and content.  
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This paper helped me to find out some answers to my initial questions, but these answers 

were the starting points for new questions and dilemmas: How graffiti as art and the 

notion of “copyright” can be brought together? Who owns the public sphere and how can 

al the inhabitants to enjoy the same rights in this respect? As Jürgen Habermas argued in 

The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere , equal access to the public sphere, 

free from the threat of coercion is essential to the healthy functioning of democracy.  

Graffiti is representative for the new status of the art, which  is more “humanized” 

because it gets off in the street, near the regular people, reflecting, sustaining and 

improving its everyday existence. Graffiti penetrated the psyche of the society in which it 

rebelled against - addressing and questioning social and artistic boundaries.58At the 

same time, graffiti recreated the status and the role of the “artist” in the society. His role 

has changed, he is not obliged anymore to follow specialized studies, to obtain the 

acknowledgement of the specialists, to be authorized, to exhibit in the galleries or in the 

museum in order to make art. The art maker is a regular individual, he is not situated 

anymore on that pedestal, meditating lucid and distant about life and destiny. He gets 

really involved in the run of things, we can touch him, we can approach him easily. 

Graffiti represents the expression of artistic democracy, so much invoked in the a current 

cultural policies, especially in France. Graffiti artists send to the public a strong message-

we should be more concern with social issues amid the influx of negative commercialism. 

Further research 

My work, far of being exhaustive, tried to pledge as objectively as possible for the 

necessity to establish a cultural strategy regarding graffiti. I think that the importance of 

this paper is related to the fact that I brought into discussion and I tried to demonstrate 

the necessity for the cultural authorities to implement measures meant to protect and to 

promote graffiti art without damaging the artistic freedom.Of course that my paper has 

not covered all the subjects related to this topic; it should have been more practical and 

more focused on the Romanian situation; I should have come with a more specific 

proposal regarding a draft strategy for this branch of urban art, which is graffiti. This 

                                                 
58 http://www.hiphop-network.com/articles/graffitiarticles/inscribingtransgression.asp 
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thesis represent only a sketch, a starting point of a more in-depth research that I intend to 

do in the future. And I am confident that it will be improved also by the contribution of 

practitioners, artists and professionals. 

In its ability to empower, art becomes a powerful way to stimulate social change and to 

formulate identity. Whether positive or negative images, art has the ability to provoke an 

emotional response. Art serves as "a catalyst, ..helping to heal a society that is alienated 

from its life forces." With the power to affect social norms comes the power to create and 

legitimize new subjectivities, new definitions, new values, new histories, and new 

memories. Once this power is reached, identity can be self-determined and self-defined. 

For the victims of marginalization, respect and positive identity are crucial. The 

significance of art's power lies in its ability to allow the silenced voices to proclaim " 

Look! We are here! We exist! Remember us!" Clearly, art is both powerful and a means 

of empowering.59 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
59 http://www.hiphop-network.com/articles/graffitiarticles/inscribingtransgression.asp 
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Résumé 

J’ai choisi de parler de graffiti étant motivée d’un intérêt  personnel concernant, d’une 

part, les nouvelles formes d’expression artistique auhourd’hui qui vont au-délà de la 

simple fonction esthétique de l’art, mais qui provoquent aussi les réalités sociales, 

économiques et politiques. Graffiti accomplit cette condition parce qu’il représent le liant 

entre deux tendences majores aujourd’hui : l’art qui peut influencer la réalité sociale et  la 

réconfiguration de  l’espace public par différentes interventions artistiques. En même 

temps, graffiti est le symbole d’une subculture des jeunes, ce qui représente une bonne 

occasion d’analyser la présence et les tendences des politiques culturelles dans ce 

domaine. 

Cette thèse représente la continuation d’une série de curiosités, dilemmes, questions et 

connaissances concernant le graffiti et sa subculture. 

Dans la réalisation de ma recherche, j’ai envisagé quatre prémisses : 

1. Graffiti transforme l’espace public dans un paysage culturel. Par l’intermédiaire 

du graffiti, la culture « descend » dans la rue, elle envahit la ville et change pas 

seulement son aspect, mais aussi son statut. 

2. Graffiti montre les réalités d’une nation. Tout ce qui se passe dans la société est 

montré, comme dans un mirroir, par des graffitis. Graffiti devient ainsi le véhicule 

pour les messages collectives or individuelles, messages qui peuvent constituer 

une diagnosis de la société.  

3. Le manque de synchronisation de la scène Roumaine de graffiti avec tout ce qui 

se passe sur le plan international dans ce domaine et le déficit d’une relation 

authentique entre les artistes graffiti et le public roumain. 

4. La Roumanie a besoin, sur le plan national,  d’une stratégie de promotion et 

protection de l’art graffiti. 

Dans ce contexte, ma thèse a cinq objectifs : 

- Présenter le phénomène du graffiti comme un moyen special d’expression 

artistique pour une certaine subculture 

- Explorer dans quels conditions graffiti devient un « mirroir » de la société 

- Analyser comment le graffiti peut recréer l’espace publique  
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- Voir comment la Roumanie se rapporte aux tendences européennes en ce qui 

concerne le  graffiti 

- Interroger la nécessité d’établir, au niveau national, une strategie culturelle solide 

concernant la promotion et le respect du graffiti comme forme artistique. 

La méthodologie de recherche pour cet ouvrage est quantitative, mais aussi 

qualitative.Elle suppose la consultation de toutes les matériels théoriques disponibles, 

l’analyse des graffitis dans des différents pays (par l’intermédiaire des web sites 

spécialisés), la réalisation d’un interview avec un artiste graffiti, l’élaboration d’un 

questionnaire et l’analyse des réponses.Mon projet, qui est soutenu par une série de 

photos rélévantes pour le contenu de ce papier et quelques annexes, a une approche aussi 

culturelle, que sociale et anthropologique. 

Cette thèse est structurée en sept chapitres, chacun d’eux étant conçu comme un 

« duplex » qui envisage chaque fois la scène internationale et la Roumanie. Le premier 

chapitre parle sur l’histoire du graffiti, sur son’évolution pendant le temps, commençant 

avec les racines Grècques de cette art et continuant avec ses majeurs tribulations, le 

graffiti moderne, américain, avec ses périodes de gloire mais aussi avec ses constraintes, 

avec l’entrée dans le circuit artistique « officiel » jusqu’à nos jours, quand graffiti s’est 

concentré sur le militantisme social et sur les valeurs commerciales, s’imposant aussi 

comme une forme artistique communicative. La seconde partie de mon ouvrage parle, 

d’un point de vue anthropologique, de la philosophie et la subculture que graffiti a créés. 

Le troisième chapitre est dédié au statut du graffiti aujourd’hui, vu sous trois aspects : 

graffiti comme art, graffiti comme vandalisme et graffiti comme instrument commercial, 

comme une « étiquette » de la société consumériste. J’ai conçu chacun de ces trois 

aspects comme un débat qui essaie de présenter tous les arguments, le plus objectivement 

que possible. Le chapitre suivant explore, d’une part, les strategies officielles concernant 

le graffiti et les programmes réalisés par les organisations et associations culturelles 

informelles. On va voir que, avec quelques exceptions, les stratégies officielles sont 

orientées plutôt vers la condamnation du graffiti, comprennant beaucoup plus d’actions 

punitives que stimulatives et conciliantes. Cette attitude est en opposition avec les 

galeries d’art, les associations culturelles et les companies commerciales qui soutiennent, 
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par différentes initiatives, dont la dynamique j’ai analysé, les artistes graffiti et leur 

activité. 

Le  chapitre suivant parle de la relation entre graffiti et l’espace urbain, sur le degré dans 

lequel graffiti influence la ville, notre environnement. Dans ce chapitre j’ai inclus aussi 

une étude de cas, en deux parties. La première partie analyse quelques graffitis dans 

différents pays pour voir si les différences, la spécificité culturelle de chaque pays se 

traduisent aussi dans les oeuvres des artistes graffiti. Dans une certaine mesure, cette 

affirmation est valable, mais, d’autre part, la mondialisation s’est infiltré solidement, car 

on peut rencontrer quelques figures-symbole, quelques icônes communes dans tous les 

pays (par exemple, la légendaire figure de Che Guevara). La séconde partie de mon étude 

est plus concrète et plus proche des études culturelles ; elle vise le Bucharest avec son 

« histoire urbaine » créé par les graffitis. Pratiquement, j’ai ordonné quelques photos des 

graffitis de mon archive personnelle et j’ai essayé de les lire, de voir ce qu’elles disent et 

comment peuvent etre interprétées. Elles contiennent les témoignages des auteurs 

inconnus sur l’état d’esprit de la société roumaine, sur ses diverses réalités, sur les 

frustrations des Roumains ; c’est comme un journal intime ouvert, dont les pages en 

papier ont été remplacées par les murs. Les gens ont renoncé aux paroles et ont 

commencé à dialoguer par l’intermédiaire des sprays d’aérosol. J’ai essayé tout les temps 

de suivre, au-délà du contenu des messages, la modalité dans laquelles les graffitis 

s’intègrent dans l’atmosphère urbaine et comment ils valorifient les murs d’un point de 

vue esthétique.  

Le cinquième chapitre comprend quelques récommendations pour un bon management 

culturel du graffiti en Roumanie. Mes discussions avec les représentants du Départment 

de la Culture de la Municipalité de Bucarest m’ont confirmé ce que je savais déjà : en 

Bucarest, il n’y a pas une stratégie culturelle concernant le graffiti, mais seulement des 

actions isolées et temporaires.C’est pourquoi je considère que nous avons besoin d’une 

stratégie ponctuelle dans ce domaine, qui ne limite pas la liberté artistique des graffeurs, 

mais qui soutienne leur activité. Ma proposition vise une institutionalisation partielle du 

graffiti, c’est-à-dire la réalisation d’une archive officielle de toutes les graffitis qui se 

trouvent sur les murs de Bucarest. Cette archive représentera , dans le temps, un très 

important témoignage anthropologique et culturel et, si nous considérons le caractère 
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éphémère naturelle de cette art, elle va « immortaliser » quelques oeuvres dont la valeurs 

artistique sera reconnue dans le temps. 

D’autre part, j’ai proposé la réalisation d’un grand espace mis à la disposition des artistes 

graffiti qui, espace qui, avec des autres oeuvres graffiti éparpillées dans la ville, puisse 

entrer dans un circuit turistique culturel, comme c’est le cas de la ville de Melbourne. 

Cette recherche m’a aidé de trouver quelques réponses aux questions qui 

existaient déjà au moment où j’ai commencé à l’ecrire. Mais ces réponses ont été le point 

de départ pour de nouvelles questions et dilemmes : Comment peut-on concilier le graffiti 

comme art avec la nécessité des droits d’auteur ? Qui possède l’espace publique? 

Comment peuvent les habitants bénéficier de cet espace dans la même mésure, chose 

affirmé par Jürgen Habermas comme essentielle pour un bon fonctionnement de la 

démocratie ? Ces questions feront l’objet de la continuation de cette recherche ; jusqu’à 

ce moment-là, une chose est sûre : graffiti a recréé pas seulement l’espace publique, mais 

aussi le statut et le rôle de l’artiste dans la société. L’artiste est changé, il n’est plus obligé 

de suivre des études spécialisées, d’être authorisé, d’etre exposé entre les murs d’une 

galerie pour faire de l’art. L’artiste n’est plus situé sur un piédestal, au-dessus des gens, 

d’où il réfléchit sur la vie. L’artiste est parmi nous, il s’implique activement dans les 

problèmes sociales. Graffiti est, en quelque sorte, l’expression de la démocratie artistique, 

si vehiculé dans les politiques culturelles actuelles, surtout en France. 

Mon papier, loin d’être exhaustif, a essayé de faire un plaidoyer objectif pour la nécessité 

d’établir des strategies culturelles pour graffiti comme art. Et je crois que justement cela 

constitue son poids,  son importance. 

Bien sur que je n’ai pas réussi de couvrir toute la problématique  liée au graffiti; mon 

papier et plutôt une ébauche pour une proposition d’une stratégie culturelle pertinente et 

solide. C’est pourquoi cette petite recherche laisse la place pour des améliorations  

prochaines, que j’ai l’intention de les opérer et de le soumettre aux consultations pour la 

mise en pratique d’une telle stratégie. 
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- Graffiti Is An Art Dagnamit!, 
http://www.ukhh.com/elements/graffiti/graffiti_is_art/ 

- Street Math In Wildstyle Graffiti Art by Josephine Noah 
- The writing is on the wall...and the fences and Dumpsters, too., 

http://www.wranglernews.com/graffitiguy.htm 
- Modern Perspective on Graffiti, by Killian Tobin, 

http://www.graffiti.org/faq/tobin.html 
- The Merits of Art: Theatre and Graffiti as Beneficial to Society, by 

http://www.graffiti.org/faq/wilder.html 
- Can't Stop Won't Stop by  Jeff Chang, Héloïse Esquié 

Graffiti Art: An Essay Concerning The Recognition of Some Forms of Graffiti As 
Art by George C. Stowers http://www.graffiti.org/faq/stowers.html 

- Graffiti art http://www.art.in/articles/graffiti-art.htm 
- Graffiti is Art by Charles "CHAZ" Bojorquez  

http://www.graffitiverite.com/GraffitiisArt.htm 
- Graffiti: Art And Crime by Daniel Oliver Tucker 

  http://www-atdp.berkeley.edu/Studentpages/cflores/historygraffiti.html 
- The Culture and Politics of Graffiti Art by Timothy Werwath 

http://www.graffiti.org/faq/werwath/werwath.html 
- Archived discussion: is graffiti art? 
- Graffiti: Art or vandalism? From Reporter Kathleen Koch 
- Graffiti art encouraged at castle 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/scotland/glasgow_and_west/6656189.stm 
- Graffiti art worth millions – but can it be insured? 

http://www.lloyds.com/News_Centre/Features_from_Lloyds/Graffiti_art_worth_
millions_but_can_it_be_insured_19112007.htm 

- American Graffiti http://209.85.135.104/search?q=cache:i_-
HkAjQAdcJ:fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Graffiti+%22graffiti%22&hl=ro&ct
=clnk&cd=4&gl=ro&lr=lang_fr 

- Police, Graff  et Littérature by FatCap, 13-05-2008 
http://209.85.135.104/search?q=cache:TEd8tac6PWUJ:www.fatcap.org/+%22gra
ffiti%22&hl=ro&ct=clnk&cd=5&gl=ro&lr=lang_fr 

- http://www.cafegraffiti.net/ 
- http://books.google.ro/books?id=5ffD0VKVLaAC&pg=PA201&lpg=PA201&dq

=%22graffiti%22&source=web&ots=_nWoxSnXmu&sig=ImSW1pZwClGRjfcd9
Nt7a10Kw2Q&hl=ro&sa=X&oi=book_result&resnum=13&ct=result#PPA220,M
1 

- Festival de graffiti 
http://kosmopolite.com/Site/component/option,com_mjfrontpage/Itemid,114/-  

- http://www.bopsecrets.org/French/graffiti.htm -     graffiti mai 1968 
- Graffiti : art ou vandalisme? http://www.culture.ca/featuredarticle-articlepublie-

f/graffiti-graffiti_200707.html 
- Mu-Art, murales et graffiti 

http://209.85.135.104/search?q=cache:8qCLnZjZvDIJ:www.centpapiers.com/Mu-
Art-murales-et-
graffiti,4109+%22graffiti%22&hl=ro&ct=clnk&cd=47&gl=ro&lr=lang_fr 
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- http://journaldelarue.wordpress.com/category/graffiti/ 
- http://www.ina.fr/actualites/diffusions-radio-tele/ 
- http://www.memoiremurs.com/ 
- http://doc-iep.univ-

lyon2.fr/Ressources/Documents/Etudiants/Memoires/MFE2000/blanchonp/these.
html 

- Güneş, Serkan; Yılmaz, Gülsen, Understanding graffiti in the built environment 
- GRAFFITI HOTSPOTS : PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT OR HUMAN 

DIMENSION? 
- Graffiti Policy ,  February 22, 2008 

(http://64.233.183.104/search?q=cache:oMcTaoDMcZcJ:www.warringah.nsw.go
v.au/services/graf1.aspx+%22cultural+strategies+for+graffiti%22&hl=ro&ct=cln
k&cd=1&gl=ro 

- Graffiti Management Strategy 
(http://64.233.183.104/search?q=cache:98vjHg4KnykJ:www.graffitiremovalbriga
de.com/news.php+%22cultural+strategies+for+graffiti%22&hl=ro&ct=clnk&cd=
53&gl=ro 

- Reading the Signs on the Wall: Unsanctioned Images in the Public Sphere 
(http://64.233.183.104/search?q=cache:d29GlbIRPvAJ:cdhi.mala.bc.ca/signs/Pres
ents/MSKansas.htm+%22cultural+strategies+for+graffiti%22&hl=ro&ct=clnk&c
d=76&gl=ro 

- “Graffiti Art” magazine published by Graffiti Art Sarl Paris 
- Graffiti New York - Bucuresti, via Pompei by de Vlad Mixich, 

http://64.233.183.104/search?q=cache:JKY3nz8MB4sJ:www.hotnews.ro/stiri-
cultura-3828310-graffiti-new-york-bucuresti-via-
pompei.htm+%22politici+culturale+graffiti%22&hl=ro&ct=clnk&cd=1&gl=ro 

- Pro si contra: Graffiti, www.metropotam.ro 
- Ia-ti Bucurestii, neamule! 
- Mai mult decat o pisica patrata, by Stela Nadoleanu 
- Elena Prus Dimensiunea socială a imaginarului urban/Social aspects of urban 

imaginary  
http://64.233.183.104/search?q=cache:u8rL7aCY8A4J:www.phantasma.ro/caiete/
caiete/caiete3/06.html+imaginarul+urban&hl=ro&ct=clnk&cd=1&gl=ro 

- Andreea Iacob Imaginarul violent al muzicii hip-hop din România  
http://64.233.183.104/search?q=cache:bE24rIx_NBUJ:www.phantasma.ro/caiete/
caiete/caiete3/27.html+%22graffiti+imaginar+urban%22&hl=ro&ct=clnk&cd=2
&gl=ro 

- Spatiul orasului si subculturile urbane, articol aparut în Revista Româna de 
Geografie Politica, Sergiu Balatescu 
http://www.bsergiu.rdsor.ro/works/articole/Spatiulorasului.pdf. 

- http://209.85.135.104/search?q=cache:_mppvVquF7UJ:newsletter.artscouncil.ie/e
article000661336.cfm%3Fx%3D%255C,w,w+policy+of+street+art&hl=ro&ct=cl
nk&cd=1&gl=ro 

- http://www.refletdesociete.com/Graffiti.html  
- http://www.ina.fr/actualites/diffusions-radio-tele/ 
- http://www.memoiremurs.com/ 
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- http://culture.france3.fr/art-et-expositions/actu/45712031-fr.php 
- http://www.editionsalternatives.com/site.php?type=P&id=431 
- Lecţii împotriva graffiti, la clasa a IV-a, Rompres, 

http://74.125.39.104/search?q=cache:b9sYqsNwVgIJ:stiri.itbox.ro/stiri-
online/diverse/lectii-impotriva-graffiti-la-clasa-a-iv-
a.html+graffiti&hl=ro&ct=clnk&cd=22&gl=ro&lr=lang_ro 

- http://74.125.39.104/search?q=cache:VW5IGy3WYFwJ:www.adevarul.ro/articol
e/concerte-concurs-de-graffiti-si-
rasismometru/368239+graffiti&hl=ro&ct=clnk&cd=26&gl=ro&lr=lang_ro 

- http://www.oberliht.org.md/GM/program/2008/graffiti/GRAFFITI-
plimbare_afis.pdf 

- http://74.125.39.104/search?q=cache:JwSqkgn39lEJ:romania.indymedia.org/ro/20
08/01/2422.shtml+graffiti&hl=ro&ct=clnk&cd=57&gl=ro&lr=lang_ro 

- Interview with the Romanian artist Vlad Nanca 
http://74.125.39.104/search?q=cache:Wd89PABKqwEJ:www.egophobia.ro/13/in
vitat.htm+%22graffitiului%22&hl=ro&ct=clnk&cd=2&gl=ro&lr=lang_ro 

- Graffiti: arta sau vandalism? http://hhzion.forumotion.com/graffiti-
f17/graffiti-arta-sau-vandalism-t37.htm  

- Arta strazilor by Alex David 
http://www.styleoftheunderground.lx.ro/Istoria%20Graffitiului.html 

-   http://74.125.39.104/search?q=cache:zpCdz-
FlY2oJ:theveryme.blogspot.com/2008/04/arta-
aerata.html+%22graffitiului%22&hl=ro&ct=clnk&cd=6&gl=ro&lr=lang_ro 

- http://74.125.39.104/search?q=cache:p691_8ogBqIJ:www.wall-
street.ro/articol/Marketing-PR/6392/Graffiti-versus-mediile-
traditionale.html+%22graffitiului%22&hl=ro&ct=clnk&cd=13&gl=ro&lr=lang_r
o 

- www.aeroart.ro 
- http://74.125.39.104/search?q=cache:p691_8ogBqIJ:www.wall-

street.ro/articol/Marketing-PR/6392/Graffiti-versus-mediile-
traditionale.html+%22graffitiului%22&hl=ro&ct=clnk&cd=13&gl=ro&lr=lang_r
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	Graffiti: Terrorism in the larval stage. There is nothing artistic about vandalism.

